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CHAPTER I 

mTJ!ODUCTIO!i 

The Public School• and Read~ 

The ability to read, at one time practically the only dia-

tinguiahin~ mark of an educated person, ia still of greater impor-

tance today, since much essential growth in all fields of learning 

is accomplished through this fundamental skill. At one time a mark 

of literacy, it has in recent years been accepted as a tool of 

first importance because it makes available, through ita use, the 

vast storehouse of information so necessary in interpreting the 

probleiiUI in everyday living. 

Mason A. Stratton,1 an elementary school principal of Atlantic 

City, New Jersey, says• 

Are we, as administrators and teachers, aati8fied 
with our own programs of reading instructionT We ought 
to be doing a. better job in reading than in any other 
major field of the curriculum, for in no other field has 
so much careful research been carried on. Yet both the 
amount and quality of the reading done by children and 
adults in general are diaappointingly low. No, we can
not relax in our effort to develop sound reading habits, 
interests, and tastes in children. The need for these 
attributes, both in school and out, h greater now than 
ever before. 

The universal necessity for reading is a comparatively new 

thing. In the early American achoola, children who did not respond 

rapid~ to reading or any of the school's offerings were soon 

eliminated. With little or no opportunity and only slight encourage-

ment when school was available, there was little in life outside of 

lMason A. stratton, "A Contribution to Better Reading,• The 
National Elemen~ Princi!il, Seventeenth Yearbook, Departme~of 
Elementary SchO~Principa~, National Education Association, 
Waahington, D. c., 1938, P• 230. 

------------------ -- ~-
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eohool that required special effort to acquire any of the necessary 

tools of literacy. Arithmetic was a little more essential since a 

person possessing a small knowledge of it had the opportunity of 

making a sharper trade or might avoid losing to a neighbor more 

skilled in numbers. 

Changing aocial conditions, however, added impetWI to the 

efforts of the school until today the person who cannot read is not 

only illiterate# but is denied most of the sources of infonnation so 

essential in the performance of his duties in a democratic society. 

Reading, therefore, is the most essential of all the offerings of 

the school. With its universally recognised importance have arisen 

problems unknown when only a anall percentage of the nation' • 

children was enrolled in the school. 

The activities of the people have been accepted as the source 

from which one's needs and interests arise. A person in modern 

society needs to be able to identify his home address, the items of 

food in a grocery store, the medicine he uses, the contents of 

letters, the contents of a newspaper, and those documents commonly 

used to transact his business. To be unable to do these simple 

tasks makes him dependent upon others and places him in a po si tion 

Where he may fall viet~ to the miarepresentation of unscrupulous 

people. Competency in performing these taaks involves the ability 

to read. 

'!'he individual's need for reading in the oonmnmioation of 

thought is obvious. AJiJ a means of securine; information which mAY 

be used in the formation of ideas e.nd aa a check on the authenticity 
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of ideas aupplied by others, its importance is readily recognized. 

It is the most valuable of the language arts in setting a style 

and providing material for the expression of ideas. Experiences 

available to but few may be acquired vicariously J otherwise, the 

individual would either be denied or would of neceuity spend a 

lifetime acquiring them in a first-hand manner. Read~ alao pro

vides a pattern for thinkin&. which in turn, probably offera a 

material contribution to one's ability to expreas himself in oral 

or written lan&uage. 

Intellectual independence is neceasary in the child, both in 

reading and writing letters and in the use of reading to interpret 

the material used in school. H1!l must be able to evaluate the 

materials he reads in terms of their usefulness in solving problema 

in and out of school. Through wide reading he 1a able to increase 

his scope of information and secure a sense of personal independence 

because of an increased range of reserve material that may be useful 

in interpreting the conditions in his social environment. Literature, 

in turn, -.y enrich his living and provide many hours of wholesome 

enjoyment and emotional stimulation. 

Individual needs for independence in reading are so many and 

varied and so obviously important that to enumerate more than a fflf( 

of them ia unneoessary. To fail to recognize their variety and 

scope by not providing for the adequate growth and development of 

the individual child would seriously impair even a minimum program 

in reading. 

Growth and achievement in aocie~; are not possible ~thout a 

variety of contacts with other individtala and groupa which may or 

.. rr----------------------------



may not contribute to the realization of our own ends. fhia pro-

cess will, of necesaity, be competitive. If~ hold the standard• 

of idealism which should operate in a democracy, then all our ex-

periences should contribute to the grawth of per•onal qualitiea 

commensurate with our ideals. Both the meana and the end muat be 

considered. Personal attainments should be directed toward aocial 

adequacy, meeting like qua.lities in othera.2 fhis eduoative pro-

cess, however, demands proficiency in reading that this efficiency 

mAY enable us, in turn, to direct our efforts to11'&.rd the most 

effective solution of life's nany problems. Thus, one mAY acquire 

the tools lfl.ich enable him to meet his fellows competitively and 

co-operatively by developine abilities as rapidly as is consistent 

with the individual needs and capacities. Dorothy Canfield Fisher 

says, "The only chance children have for aatisfyi.ng life i8 by 

findinE out, each one, what he is especially good for, and develop-

ing that--not to make their livings at it, necessarily, but becauae 

it will make life more lastingly worthwhile to them.•S The reward 

is a sense of personal achievement arising out of sincere effort. 

That individual consideration in the treatment of special difficul-

ties is necessary is also well established. The facilities of the 

school must, therefore, be directed toward the child's maximum 

development in reading in order that he might be able to u1e read-

ing in as effective manner as possible in meeting the requirements 

of society. 

2Jesse Williams, "Criticiam and Competence as Ideals in Education,• 
Teachers College Record, Vol. 39, PP• 701-706. 

3Dorothy Canfield Fisher, nschcoling for Youth in the Light of 
Adult Education,• The Educational Record, Vol. 19 (July, 1938), 
PP• 363-384. -
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Pertinent Phases of the Problem 

Recognized Difficulties in Learning ~~· Commonly recog

nized reading difficulties are traceable to psychological. phyaio-

logical. or environmental conditions. Hildreth states that these 

difficulties include• {1) a lack of readiness for beginning read

ingJ (2) inadequate intellectual maturity for the reasoning pro

cesses required in readingJ (3) language Unm&turitya {4) phyaical 

and constitutional factorsJ (5) visual perception limitationaa 

{6) social and environmental factorsJ {7) personality and emotional 

factorsa {8) defects in methods of teaching and classroom organiza-

tion.4 

Evidence ~ Readiness !!. ~Factor ~Achieving in Reading• In 

studying the n:aturing process of children as evidenced by their 

behavior,. we find that readiness to do things appears at rather 

definite periods or within certain age limits and that to force a 

child to a particular type of activity before he is ready usually 

causes strain and accomplishes little so far as the activity is con-

earned. There is a stage at which children learn to walk. talk. and 

perform other activities. The age limits at which these activities 

appear are comparatively broad.5 

It is important that the teacher know whether or not the child• 

upon becondng a candidate for the first grade,. is able to pursue the 

course of study ordinarily used at this level. The moat reliable 

4Gertrude Hildreth. Learning ~Three R' •• p. 371. 

5M. Lucile Harrison,. Reading Readiness. P• 2. 

-
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single factor upon which teachers may place considerable reliance 

for readiness to begin reading is that of mental age. It has been 

found that, in order to make a satisfactory progress in reading, the 

child should be at least six years of age chronologically and six and 

half years mentally. 6 It should be understood, however, that an 

adequate mental age for reading readiness does not of 1 tself insure 

success in reading.7 

From the literature in the field of Primary reading the follo~ 

ing vi~ are expressed regardinc the question or developing a 

readiness to read. Do loh says a 8 

For a long time, first-grade teachers have known that 
some of their beginners ware not yet ready to learn to read. 
Even 'With every possible encouragement and help, some of 
the little ones simply did not "catch on" as the others did. 
That is, they did not seem to have reading readiness. This 
situation was studied in a number of school systems and the 
results seemed to indicate that a state of reading readiness 
seemed to correspond to a mental age, as determined by 
intelligence tests of six and a half years. Some children 
five years old had this mental age, more children aix years 
old had it, and some children did not seem to reaoh it until 
seven years old or later. 

We do not merely wait for reading readiness but try to 
develop it. To do so, we need to think of the different 
kind of readiness. 

1. Pnyaioal Readiness means general health, good 
nervous condition, and correction of any sensory or speech 
defect. 

2. School Reaainess means fitting into a group, 
following directions and paying cont1nuous attention. 
These are developed through nany school activities and are 
necessary for the development of other kinds of readiness. 

~able V. Morphott, and Carleton Washburne, "When Should Chil
dren Begin to Read?" Elementary School Journal, Vol. ~1 (Uaroh, 
1931), PP• 496-503. 

7u. Lucile Harrison, op. cit., PP• 7-8. 

BEdward William Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading. PP• 21-40. 



3. ~uage Readiness means an adequate stock of 
concepts a a considerable maturity in use of •entenoes. 
It is necessary for comprehension of and interest in the 
reading materials. 

4. Interest Readiness means a real desire to find out 
what printed matter wsays#• a desire strong enoueh to over
come the obstacles that are in the way. We build up this 
interest in many ways and help keep it alive by making the 
beginning of reading less difficult. 

5. Perceptual Readiness means ability to distinguish 
sli~htly different objects from one another. especially 
slightly different word forms. We develop perceptual 
readiness and also special perception of printed ~bola. 

These kinds of readiness depend on one another and grow 
out of one another. All are necessar.r for full readineaa 
for beginning reading. 

7 

Individual Differences in Reading. That all students are not 

alike in their ability to learn to read has been recognized as an 

established fact# proved by scientific study. That it lies within 

the responsibility of the school to do somethine about the problem 

is n comparatively new idea. Society has been •low to recognize 

that all individuals were not created equal anu oould not be made 

to reach or maintain equality of status. Little was done toward 

formul&tinr, more scientific procedures in the solution of the 

problem until the schools recognized that inability to succeed on 

higher livels was in a large measure traceable to difficulties 

originating in the early school experience of the child and that 

retarded children presented instructional problems which made the 

efforts of the school less effective with other members of the 

group. 9 

9 Patterson. Choate, and Brunner, TI1e School in American Society. 
P• 216 (1936}. 
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There are two popular fallacies in regard to poor readers. The 

first fallacy is that any small child can be made to learn if auff1-

ciant pressure is put upon him. Sme.ll children can be taught to 

memoriEe words and to recognize them on flash carda and on a printed 

page. The fallacy here lies in the idea that word recognition means 

reading. It is, however, only one of the specific skills leading to 

readinc which, in the last analysis, is the association of thought 

with printed symbols. Children can learn words and acquire a read-

ing vocabulary without any 'lmdersta.nding at all of the thought which 

the words are intended to convey. 

The second fallacy is that all children are reacJy to read when 

t he school is ready to teach rea.dinr; . Hany children have been 

conditioned to future failure in school by (:eill.E forced into a 

formal reading situation which ignored their lack of readiness to 

learn to read.lO In a broader sense, scientific study has done much 

in contributing to a more effective attack on these difficulties. 

Some of the causes are not only mental, but physical and emotional 

d . 0 11 con ~t~ons. Other causes are directly traceable to poor techniques, 

inefficient teaching and unfortunate accidents in the process of 

learning. Continued exposure to any of these conditions haa a 

definite effect effect on the personality of the Child and his atti

tude toward all the 110I1c of the schoo1.12 

lDRobert Hill Lane, ~ Progressive Elementary School, P• 71. 

11c:ta.'rence Robert Stone, Better Primary Reading, P• 474. 

12Arthur Irving Gates, .!!:!!. Improvement £.!.. Reading, pp. 13-17. 



The Classification of First Entrants .!.!. Regards Learning ~ 

Read. The problem of adequately classifyinr, children at the time 

of their entrance to the public school has received a growing 

emphasis during; the last decade. Beall and Holmes express the 

problem as follo~sl3 

The fact that not all first-year entrants to the 
elementary school are ready for ~stematic instruction 
in reading presents a challen~ing problem to administra
tors and teachers. This problem has several aspects, as 
follows• 

1. Insistence on the :part of parents that their 
children can be given systematic instruction in reading 
soon after they enter school. 

2. A feeling on the part of administrators and 
teachers that children must be pressed into a progr&m 
of systematic instruction in readill£ at an earl;;· dnte. 

3. The necessity of providinG a modified prog~ of 
instruction for those pupils who are not ready fo~ instruc
tion in beginnine; reading. 

4. The need for discovering soon arter entrance those 
pupils ~o are probably not reedy, and those who are 
probably capable of successful achieve~ent in beginning 
reading. 

The literature provides an almost parallel case of practice 

as administered in the Tulsa public schools. James R. Hobson, 

Director of Child Placement, Public Schools, Brookline • 1.tauaohusetts, 

in an article in the Elementary School Journal on Reducing First 

l-' Grade Failures, recommends practically the same procedure, but it 

is to be noted here that his title places emphasis on subject matter 

l3Ross H. Beall and Uossie Holmes, "Identifying Ma.ture and 
Immature First-Year Entrants,• The National Elament~ Princi~l, 
Seventeenth Yearbook, Departmentof Elementary SchOoPrlncipa a, 
national Education Associat i on, Washineton, D. C., 1938, P• 255. 

14James R. Hobson, "Reducing F'irst Grade Fai lures," Elementary 
School Journal. Vol, XXXVII . (September, 1936), PP• 30-40 • 

.. ---------------------------------------



attaiiBnent. The following program is offered as one dedgn.ed to 

reduoe failures in Grade Ia 

1. Standards of admission to kindergarten and Grade 
I which will insure an avere.c;e mental a e;e well above six 
years for children entering Grade I without entrance 
examinations and a minimum requirement of a mental age of 
six years for younger children admitted through psychological 
examination. 

2. A program of kindergarten activity and training 
Which will give the experiential background, sen80ry train
ing, speech development, and vocabularJ necessary to success 
in reading. 

3. A group test of reading readiness administered to 
all pupils near the end of the kindergarten year followed by 
an individual checkup of the physical and sensory readiness 
to read of all pupils whose group-test scores indicate some 
difficulty or handicap. 

4. A continuation of preparatory training at the 
beginning of Grade I, such as pre-primer period, for those 
children Who need it. 

5. Individual diagnosis and remedial teaching for 
children, otherwise ready to read, who exhibit specific 
or unuaual difficulties. 

6. A. program of traininc for all primary teachers in 
the specific techniques for discovering and remedying 
individual difficulties in reading. 

1. A modification of the requirements made of those 
few pupils who are obviously not r eady to read but whose 
aee necessitates their placement in Grade I to the end 
that they may not experience hopeless failure even though 
repetition of the grade may be necessary. 

\v.hat Criteria are Pertinent in Meaaurinb Readi ness to Read? 

10 

Chronological Age Factors. Since a chronological aee of six 

years is the general basis on which entrance to the public schools 

is obtained, it is evident that this factor in maturing comes in 

for consideration regarding physical readiness for formal school 

contacts. 
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From the literature in the field the following is quoted re-

sarding this factor• 

Biglow saysal5 

11 

A child chronolo[ ically below six years of age with mental 
ago between six years and six yenrs and seven months, or a 
child ohronolo r;ically between six years and six years and 
three months, inclusive, has some chance of success if he is 
sufficiently mature physically, socially, and emotionally. 
These cases should receive careful consideration. 

Harrison believesal6 

In the light of these facts, we should no longer con• 
aider the sixth birthday as the open door to reading instruc
tion. W• may, it is true, select some children for first
grade entrance nt that a he or even a little . ounger if their 
mental ages are well in advance of the normal six-:rear-old 
and provided "they are well developed physically, socially, 
and emotionally. l''or others we should postpone first-grade 
entrance until a time at which they have sufficient mental 
maturity to attack the conplex skill of read i nr, ; for sone of 
them it will be as late as seven years of age. 

Quality and quantity of achievement are always in
fluenced by the general health status of the child. A child 
with low general health is likely to be listless, to be 
readily fatigued, and to have a much shortened at tention 
span. He usually does not retain what he learns as well as 
he would were he in ordinary good health. 

Cole, in discussing the maturity of t he be ginner in the 

elementary school aaysal7 

If his e~·os ar e developinr: at a perfectly normal rate, 
at the age of six they e.ra still too farsir;hted to see 
clearly so small an object as a word. It is not until a 
normal ohild is eight years old that one can be certain 
his eyes are m.s.ture. If he has normal six-year-old ear•• 
he will still be unable to distinguish consistently between 
the sounds of "g" and "k," "m" ~1d "n," wpn and "b," or any 
other pair of related sounds. 

l5Elisabeth B. Bi glow, "School Progress .of Under-Age Children,w 
Elementary Sohool Journal, Vol, XXV (November 1954), PP• 186-192. 

1~d. Lucile llarrison, ~· ~., P• 20. 

17Luella Cole, ~Improvement ~ ReadinG , P• 292. 



Mental Age Factor. Criterion number two used in the cla88ifica-

tion of the pupila for readine instruction is mental age. Gates in 

18 treating this subject presents the followings 

Another assumption is that difficulties in reading 
result from beginning the subject before the pupil is 
physiologically or mentally mature enough to master it. 
Mental immaturity (low mental age), incomplete develop
ment of the visual or auditory apparatua, lack of pre
cision in motor control and speech are examples of 
organic or physiological deficiencies Which may handicap 
the learner. The fact that several studies have ahown 
t hat boys, who are believed to mature less rapidly in 
the earlier years than girls, are more frequently aub
jeot to reading difficulties is cited in support of the 
immaturity theory. 

That children immature mentally-for example, those 
whose Mental Age is less than six years-will find most 
beginning reading prog~~s diff icult is undeniable. Con
sequently, amon& r eading f a i lures will be found a large 
proportion of children with r el atively low Mental Age. 

lZ 

But children of average and superior Uental Age will also 
appear. The evidence that most of these are simply 
i.r.nnature otherwise-in vision, hearing, perception, motor 
contro 1, or in general-is not as yet convincing . Perhaps 
some, but certainly not all reading difficulties a re due 
to mere organic inn:na.turity of some sort. This ie a 
possible type of explanation not as yet well explored. 

Gates has apparently revised his point of view concerning mental 

a ge since in an article on the necessary mental a ge for beginning read-

ing he expresses the following points of view and critici&ee Barriaon 

L~d Betts in their adherence to an attained mental age.19 

l8Arthur I. Ge.tea. The Improvement 5!£. Reading. pp. 9-10. 

19Arthur I. Ga.tea. "The Necessary 1lental .Age for Beginning Read
inG•" ElementarY School Journal, Vol. XXXVII (March. 1937), PP• 
497-508. 
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It has by no means been proved as yet that a mental 
a ge of six and one-half years ia a proper minimum to pre
scribe for learning to read by all sChool methods. It 11 
quite oonoeivableJ indeed the evidence in general tenda 
now definitely to ahowJ that the crucial mental age level 
will vary with the materialaJ the type of U.achingJ t he 
skill of the teacher; the si&e of the olaasJ the amount of 
preceding preparatory work; the thoroughneaa of examination) 
the frequency and treatment of special difficulties. auoh a. 
visual defects of the pupill and other factors. 

In describing an exper iment conducted by Florence w. Rar;uea of 

the State Teacher- s College at Indiana. Pennsylvania, Gates points out 

in this art i clea 

that in a ddition to the usual equipment of books, the 
teachers were provided with a considerable amount of 
supplementary practice and teach-tmd-test materials. 
rwo groups totaling 78 pupils were used in this experi
ment and the following correlations were founds Mental 
a e;e with average readinc; a ge .62 ± .05J Chronological 
Age with average readinr; e rade was .10 t.08J The Number 
of Books Read with average reading grade was .84 :t. .02. 

As a means of locating poasible crucial mental a ge for auoceaa 

in reading these pupils were grouped a ccording to mental a ge by six-

month steps beginning with a step containing pupils from the lowe at in 

the list to five yeara inclusive; then from 5.0 to 6.5 inclusive; and ao 

on to the highest. A mental a ge range from 5S months to 102 months -.. 

represented in these olaasea. Group inapeotion of data given showw that 

practically all of the near failures fell in the group with a mental 

a ge below five years. In the same article Gates p r esents three other 

group experiments. In the second group the miniml.Un reading age •• 

about one-half year higher. A third e;:roup required a mental age of about 

six years or one full year higher. In a fourth group which he stated 

represented the opposite extreme of the first group. children with a 

mental a ge of 6.5 "faired none too well.• 

-
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Gates says the question must be asked ~ow and What 11 the pupil 

to begin to readt" In hie oonclusion he warna that the foregoing 

should not be interpreted to imply that the mental age ia of no signifi-

canoe in learning to read. In the four experimental groups the 

oorrelationsbetween mental age and reading achievement were1 .62 for 

group oneJ .56 for group twoa .44 for group threeJ and .14 for group 

four. He a~s the most significant finding is the fact that the 

correlations between mental age and reading achievement were highest 

in the class in ~ich the beat instruction was done. He further makes 

no claim that it is desirable to begin reading at five and says that 

the optimum time to start has not yet been decided. 

Dean found a correlation of .62 ±. .03 between achievement in reading 

and mental age in experimenting with five first grade rooms in the 

20 Billings, Montana public schools. 

Dolch aaysa 21 

It should be noted that the ohild' s stage or mental 
maturity or mental age is involved in all our diaouasion of 
developing reading readiness. Each factor in readinese 
involves physical or mental traits and all of these traits 
have a certain natural process of maturing. These processe1 
are beinr; intensively studied by ineti tutes and department• 
of child development in universities everywhere. The find
ings are published in many volUID8s. They emphaei.ze that 
mental maturity involves many capacities. '!'hen may develop 
at different rates in a~ one child and differently in 
different children. Th6y depend for their development 
partly on inner factors and partly on IUrroundinr;a or 
atimuli. It is the teacher'• task to influence the Maturing 
of these capacities as far as she can and thus to develop 
those that produce reading readiness. 

20charles D. Dean. "Predicting First Grade Reading Achievement.• 
Elementa~ School Journal. Vol• XXXIX (April. 1939). PP• 609-616. 

21Edward William Dolch. Teaching Primary Reading, P• 22. 
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Cole treats the question as followa1 22 

It has been an educational aesumption that children 
are ready to read when they are six years old. Some 
children are, but a considerable proportion are not. To 
be ready, a child must have sufficient intellectual 
development., maturity of speech and sense organa, plus 
social and emotional maturity. Intellectually • he muat 
have a. mental age of at least six and a half--end aeven 
years is aafer. With a lower msntal age tilan six and a 
half he will not learn to read because he does not have 
the intellectual development neceaaary for so complicated 
a procedure. 

The Tulsa plan holds that it is detrimental to both the immature 

and the mature to claesify them in the same reading situation. The 

former are thus doomed to failure and the latter are handicapped by 

being held back in their progress. Nila Blanton Smith Bll¥111 "rhe first 

grades throughout the country are clogged each year with pupils who 

fail simply because thoy are not mature enough mentally to engage in 

the formal reading activities as organized in our present classroom 

23 methods." 

Formal Readiness Tests~~ Factor~ Determining Reading 

Readiness. During the last few years there have been developed a great 

many tests designed to meaaure the extent to which the abilities required 

to learn to read are possessed by the first grade entrant. These test-

ing devices are called reading readiness testa. One of these tnatru-

menta that has found quite general use, is the Metropolitan Readinea1 

Tests. The authors of these tests make the following atatementa2' 

22 Cole, ~· ~ ... PP• 281-282. 

23Nila Blanton Smith, "Matching Ability as a Factor in First Grade 
Reading," Journal of ~tional PayoholoQT • Vol. Xn (1928), PP• 560-571. 

24Hildreth, Gertrude, H. and Griffiths, Uellie L., Metro:rlitan 
Readiness Teets. New Yorks World Book Company. 1939. (t~u8:. P• 6). 



The advantages of such tests over casual observation of 
youne children are numerous. fhe test is objective and pre
sents a uniform situation to a group of children at onoe. The 
resulting data are comparable from child to child. The te1t 
can be administered to a group of children at one time. It 
furnishes an immediate b&sis for acquaintance with the ch ild. 

The scored test provides in itself a permanent objective 
record of the individual's actual responses. which often 
proves invaluable in later studies of problem oaaea. Such 
records cnn constitute the beginning of permanent cumulative 
studies of individual pupils. The material becomes more 
valuable when interpreted in the lieht of other evidence oon
cerninc; the child's maturity and prospects of satisfactory 
school adjust~nt. 

The test results must always be considered tentative only. 
Even though the tests indicate possibilities of a high degree 
of success in first-grade learning on the part of a child, he 
may fail to make satisfactory progreaa because he is too yo~ 
in comparison with the groupa or the methods of teaching may 
be ill-adapted to the most successful learning of capable chil
dren) or he rre.y develop antagonism toward school workJ or pro
tracted absence from school may lessen his opportunity for 
experience and pr&ctice in different aspects of first-grade 
work. The child who has been over-indulged at home. even 
though he is Illflture in the things the test measures, JrAY be 
unsuccessful on that aooount with first-grade learning. 
Bri ght foreign children may make low scores unless they are 
tested in their native language. Success will depend, in 
addition to the factors named above, on the type of curriculum, 
the mor&le of the group, and the length of the school dfJ¥. 
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In the Tulsa plan these tests are the criterion thnt h expect ed to 

predict the more acadenic phases of the pupil's performance. because of 

the extent to which they partake of the skills that underlie thu.m. 

The following results of research regarding readiness tests will 

assist in interpretation here. Dean25 found an &nswar to t he question. 

•To what extent can reading readiness tests be depended upon to point 

out the probable successes and failures in beginning re&dingt• a corre-

l&tion of .59.! .03 between scores on the Metropolitan reading readine•• 

tests and achievement in reading, &nd & correlation of .4l:t .04 between 

scores on the I~nroe reading aptitude tests and re&ding achievement. 

25oean, 2..£.• cit • 

.. ------------------------------------



Lee and Clark and Lee26 in writi!lj'; on reading readiness tests 

findings reports 

All first grade teachers need to know which pupils are 
ready to read when t hey enter t he grade. The first grade 
is the crucial point in the child's education and no one 
knows the amount of damage to mental health and personality 
development caused by the improper handling of pupils at 
this point. 

They believe that it is much more satisfactory to explain to 

parents a placement in a junior primary, pro-primer • or a tranai tion 

group the.n it is to explain a failure. They warn. howeve!, that 

Muoh caution should be used in interpreting tr.e results 
from an aptitude test, such as a read i ng readiness test. 
There are many factors Which differ in everJ situation and 
it is difficult to make any state~ents which will hold in 
all oases. 

They fotmd a critical score on their readiness tests above which 

pupils nre ready t o learn to read but state that a low score does not 

necessarily mean that a pupil is not ready. They recorranend division 

17 

of first year entrants into two classes where the school enrollment ia 

large enough. Where the pupils are all classified in one room they 

advise grouping into a ready-to-read group, a doubtful group, and a 

not-ready-to-read group. ' 

Gates27 reports that satisfactor,y prediction of reading ability 

may be made during the second or third week of school. He say11 

The predictive value of a particular test varies with 
the teaching method. ·The better a teacher adjusts her work 
to a pupil's special abilities as revealed by the readiness 
tests the better the prediction made by the tests. A 

26J. Murray Lee, Willis w. Clark and Dorris May Lee, ~easuring 
Handiness.'' Elementary School Journal, Vol. XXXIV (May, 1934) • PP• 
656-666. 

27 Arthur I. Gates,· "An Experimental Evaluation of Reading Readiness 
Tests,• Elementary School Journal, Vol. XXXIX (March, 1939), PP• 497-508. 
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teacher will profit most from reading readiness tests if 
she concerns herself with a pupil's status in each test 
and arranges her later work to conform to it. '!'his 18 
not a denial of the value of a "total score.n It is an 
assertion, however, that when only the total score is 
considered, much, if not most, of the information of 
value for the guidance of the pupil is lost. 

Gates' readiness teats include the following typesa 

Picture Interpretation Test 
WOrd-Matching Test 
Word-card Recognition Test 
R.l-J.yming Test 
Blending Test 
Alphabet Test 
Soundine; Letters Test 

18 

.!!:!_ Subjective Criterion !!. !. Factor ~ Detem.ining P..eadineu ~ 

Read. Subjective evaluations have been Eiven more or less attention 

in the placement of pupils for ~nstruotion in read inc . Lee, Clark and 

Lee found thnt teachers' rating did not predict rendi ng success as well 

as did the results of their reading rendiness t ests, but they feel that 

it has a valuable place in jude ing a child's ability.28 

Witty and Kopel say1 
29 

Readiness for reading depends partly upon maturity in 
two phases of growth, the emotional and the social, which 
are reflected in the child's independence of action and in 
his relationships with other people. To engage success
fully in read i ng, the child must learn to work co-operatively 
with other ch ildren, to follow directions, and to listen to 
group conversation as well as participate in it. He must be 
able to attend rather closely for varying periods of time to 
the instructional activity. He should be persistent, re
sourceful, and courageous in meetine new or difficult prob
lems and it is important that he engage in learning situations 
not with fear or anxiety but with self-confidence and a feel
ing of security. Vital contributions to the development of 
these abilities and attributes are made by stable home 
errvironm.eilts and by the better nurser.r schools and kinder
gartens. The child who lacks these advanta~es and Who ia 

28 1 it Lee, C ark, and Lee, ~· ~· 

29paul Vii tty and David Kopel, Readiil£ ~~Educative Prooeu. 
P• 184. 
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social~ or emotionally immature must be given time and oppor
tunity in the first grade to grow in these areas before he is 
confronted with predominantly abstract intellectual probl8ms. 

Origin and Description of the Tulaa Plan 

Early in 1936, a special committee was appointed in the Tuba 

schools for the purpose of constructing an adequate program or 

instruction for a reading readiness group of pupils. '!'his committee 

wcs deleg~ted with the responsibilities oft (1) determining the 

causes of the problemJ and (2) submitting tentative instructional 

material designed to JDBet the wide range of capacities and needs of 

these children. 

The committee sensed the foregoing classification problems and 

saw the necessity of eliminatinr, the practices of e.drd.ttinr; children 

into the first grade in the Tulsa schools, without consideration for 

their roadiness to pursue the course of instruction prescribed, 

since30 

1. One out '>f f!!IVery 4 or 5 pupils met with discourage
ment of failure) 

2. Pupils not successful in getting a proper start in 
their school experience became potential problem children 
later in their school career& 

S. The high percentage of failures seemed to indicate 
that the eduoational program of the schools was not properly 
adjusted to meet the needs of all first grade entrantsJ 

4. Inatruotional costs were increased by pupil failures 
in the first grades or in subsequent grades. 

In a bulla tin to members of the elementary education staff in 

April, 1936, a s\.D'IIIIJilry was made of procedures that had been observed 

30committee on Elementary Education. Curriculum Bulletin, Tulsa 
Public Schools. 1936. 
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in the Tulsa schools in an attempt to meet the condi tiona outlined 

above. The followin~ paragraph is quoted f'rom this bulletin& 

An attempt to correct these conditions has been made 
through the adoption of a policy of not retaining pupils 
Who failed to do first grade work successfully. The theory 
advanced in support of this policy was that, if these 
pupils were given a longer time in which to ad.ju1t to the 
curriculum, the number of failures 110uld be reduced. The 
adoption of thia policy has now created the following prob
lema• (l) Pupils who were prepared to do first grade work 
aucoesafully were hampered in their progreu 1>eoauae of 
being classified with pupils who were not adequately pre
pared. (2) Pupils who were partially prepared were pushed 
too rapidly for effective learning. (3) Pupils who were 
not prepared met with discouraGement and failure and were 
exposed to conditions conducive to the development of a 
negativistic tendency toward all 1chool instruction. 
(4) Pupils lllho had been in school one year, but who were 
not ready to do second grade work successfully, were 
either advanced to the second grade or were required to 
repeat the first grade. (5) Pupils not successful in 
aoquirine; an adequate command of first grade 1mrk, but 
permitted to advance to higher grade levels, created many 
oases of retardation in achievement even though they did 
not appear to be retarded in clauification. 

In brier. the administrators of the primary program felt that 

20 

the adoption of the policy just described failed because the solution 

did not adequate~ deal with the true causes of' the difficulty. It 

ia possible that the real oauaes ~ in the wide variability in the 

mental capacities and experiential backgrotm.da of' first grade entranta. 

and in their wide variation in readiness for successful achievement in 

first grade reading. 

Problems one and two • as given by Beall and Holme•• Sl on page 

nine of this study, have to do with the eduoation of parents and 

occasionally of teachers and administrators. Tho Tulsa plan attempts 

to inf'orm parents as to the aims of' the readiness curriculum by early 

JlBeall and Holmes.~· ~·· P• 256 • 

.,. ______ _ 
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meetin~s with patrons at the school in which the program of the pre-

prim8.ry is described and explained. Here the facts are presented in 

the hope that parents may be brought to see that it is for the wel-

fare of their child thnt the foundation of reading be well laid 

before the task is ~ttempted. 

The problem of a modified pro gram of :inatruction is met by the 

curriculum of the primarJ erades of fering a block of inatruction&l 

material definitely desisned to provide the reading readiness ex-

periencea that seem to be lacking. The program continues the 

following instructional jobs 'Which were started in the kindergarten 

in preparing children for the experience of learning to reada 32 

1. Providing the c~ild with real. varied and rioh 
experiences. out of which concepts grow. essential to the 
gettine; meaning from material read. 

2. Traininr; in the ability to solve one' a way through 
a problematic situation 

3. Training in the use of oral language 
a. Development of a wide spoken vocabulary 
b. Practice in using simple English sentences 
o. Training in use of accurate enunciation 

and pronunciation 

4. Developing a desire to learn to re~d 

5. Training in keepinr, a aeries of ideas in mind and 
in their proper sequence 

6. Training in auditory and visual discrimination 

The classification problem is attempted by an analysis of the 

test results obtained from the kindergarten and the initial testa 

given at the opening of the fonna.l primary work for the pre-primary 

32rulsa Public Schools. A Course of stldy for Kinder~rten and 
Grades One. Two. Three. Tulsa PUblic Schoo a. YU!sa. Okl oma ~a). 
P• 4. - -
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and the first grade. All children are admitted to the wprimary" 

and thus classified until the test data on all pupils are inter-

preted. The kindergarten data include a pupil rating chart for 

readiness to read Which has been checked ~ the kindergarten 

teacher and gives her opinion of t.'-1e probable success of the 

individual pupil in first year reading. The chart ia shown in 

Plate I. This chart plus the opinion of the primary teacher 

gained during the first six or seven weeks of school constitutes 

the teacher rating for the child's classification. This delay 

does not inconvenience the administration of reporting pupil 

classification and progress since in the Tulsa system parents re-

ceive reports every nine weeks. 

With all of the data thus obtalned, a decision is :nade placing 

the pupil either in the first grade, or in the pre-primary. The pre-

primAry pupils receive the modified progr9.ln of instruction designed 

to supply the readiness experiences they lack and to enrich their 

genernl baokgrotmd. Pupils may not remain for a whole year in thia 

classification with the readine readiness group; any, who by 

December 1 sho~ strength enough to justify his receivine r egular 

first Erade instruction is placed in the first grade. However, those 

who seem to require it, continue in pre-primary for one year, going 

into flrst grade at the beginning of the next term. 

Plate riS3 gives a diagram indicating progress from kindergarten 

throur,..~ pre-primary and first grade in the Tulsa system. 

33Tulsa Public Schools, Curriculum Bulletin ~ Kindergarten ~ 
Grades One, Two. and Three. Tulsa Public Schools, Tulaa Oklahoma 
{ l9!8 ) , "'"'Jra te-I. -



READTilG READINESS CHECK ~EET 

PuPil's name .!)irth Intelligence Test Head.R. Teach.Est 
Mo.Da.Yr. Test C .A. M.A.. I.Q. Date Score Group 

1. ~y correct concepts of common things, 
gained throu~h wide and varied experience•••••••• 

2. r~od physical condition •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
S. Strong interest in reading and desire to read •• ,. 
4. Evidence of clear thinking, uae of judgment, 

gained throubh practice in solving many simple 
problems related to their experience••••••••••••• 

5. Recognition of readir~ situational 
(a) Cur iosity as to signs, advertisements, 

labole in and out of school, and at home ••••• 
(b) ' LookinG at picture books with interesta 

curiosity as to names and stories•••••••••••• 
(Q) . Bringing books to school to be read and 

shown•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(d) Association of word and action, with object, 

w1~:1 p~eture, with music••••••••••••••••••••• 
Association of certain rhymes, stories, or 
words with pictures of places in booka ••••••• 

6, Some abili+,y to reco gnize and rliatinguish for.m ••• 
7. Ability to cooperate with group, to show 

courtesy, and to carry responsibility •••••••••••• 
8, Ability to expresa and oommunioate ideas orRllyJ 

poeseasi~n of good speakine voo~bularY••••••••••• 
9. Ability to comprehend oral expre11ions and 

communication• from other•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PLA.TI I 

1 2 3 4 

10. Ability to listen attentively 11rhile rhYJnes 
and storiea are told••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

11. Ability to follow line of thought•••••••••••••• 
12, Ability to repeat rh.ymes or brier mesee.1:;es 

correctly •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
13. Ability to follow dir~ctions ••••••••••••••••••• 
14. Ability to recall experienotte,, •••••••••••••••• 
15. Ability to ant icipate wha~ oomes next in a 

sto~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16. Ability t o supp~' mh;sin~ words or part in 

f~iliar rhymes or stori~s ••••••••••••••••••••• 
17. Ability t o reproduce very short stories or 

parts of storie•• Desire to tell storiee •••••• 
18, Ability and desire to dramatize sin1ple 

stories) to aot ot~ t heir meaning •••••••••••••• 
19. Ability to clasl!lify plotures or ot her objects 

in making booklet.s or c~rying on other 
concrete activities •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

20. Ability to recognize rywn name, to tell mean
ing or OOJIUTOn sir,na, names of streete, 
notioes, such ae "Danger,~ •cars Stop Here," 
eto •• •••••••.•.• , ..••••••• , •.•••..••••.••.••••• 

21. Cle~r enunciation and pronunciation•••••••••••• 
22. Ability to keep "' aeries of ideas in mind in 

their proper eequenoe •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

rJ 
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DIAGI<AY IIIDICHING PkOGIU•;ss Jt'ROM KINDKRGARTB:~ 
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Time 
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for let grade 
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Time Up to 
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In the beginning of its work:. this committee started the 

collection of data on approximately 1.300 first grade entrante tn 

the Tulsa aahools in 1936. The followin~ material il quoted from 

a report of the Committee's 1110rk134 

The present program for the identification of mature 
and immature first~ear entrants in Tulsa make• uee or 
four apecific factors. namely chronological age. mental 
age, intelligence quotient, and the soore on a reading
readiness test. In addition to these data, the teacher'• 
judgment with respect to the child's readineu for 
systematic reading instruction is taken into coll8idera.
tion. This progrBJD., which has been followed for the past 
six years with only minor changes in the tests used• is 
reviewed briefly in the following paragra.phe1 

1. Approximately 60 per cent of the fir1t-year 
pupils have been tested ~ the Stanford-Binet Intelli
~enoe Test during the last sam ster of kindergarten. 

2. Those first-graders who have not attended 
kindergarten are tested at the beginning of school in 
the fall with the Detroit-First Grade Intelligence Test. 

3. All first-year entrants arc g iven tile }~tro

politan Readiness Test. 

4. In case of grave doubt or violent disagreement 
with respect to the test results for a child, a second 
or even a third (and different) test of intalli~encc or 
readL~ess is given. 

5. In light of the data thus obtained, teachers 
are inatructed to classify first-year entrants ae pre
first-grade or re~lRr first-grade pupils, except in 
oases of extreme deviation. In such cases, the children 
are classified as kindergarten pupils or as "specials." 
depending upon the no.ture of the case. "While making 
decisions with respect to the classification of a pupil• 
the teacher is expected to supplement the test results 
with her judgment of the pupil'• readiness or lack of 
readiness for systematic instruction in reading. That 
is. the pupil is not arbitrarily ola saified on the bash 
of the test data alone, but on the basis of the test 
data and the teacher's judgment of his readiness for be
ginning reading. A. definite weakness in the present 

54Beall and Holmes,~· cit •• PP• 256-257. 
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program is the lack of a means for guiding the teacher' • 
judgment. The plan for the future is to correct this 
deficiency throur)l the development of a pupil-rating 
chart which will help to guide the teacher's judgment 
when she attempts to classify pupils. 

Experience has shown that the chronological age and 
the intelligence quotient are h~lpful in diatin~uilhing 
me.ture and immature first-year entranta only when con
sidered in relation to each other. In other worda, the 
child's mental age is more significant than either his 
chronological age or his I. Q. alone. fhis oonoluaion 
has been confirmed by other investigators. For example, 
Y..brphett and Washburne obtained correlation coefficients 
of .50 to .65 between mental age aud ability to learn to 
read 1 and fotmd this relationship to be higher than that 
between reading progress and either the intelligence 
quotient or the average of mental and chronological ages. 
Harrison reported that, although an adequate mental age 
doea not insure read:ing success 1 a mental age of at least 
six years aeema necessary to make success probable, and 
that the probabili~J of success is greatly increased if 
a mental age of six years and six months has been attain
ed. 

Wright, in studying the relation of n:ental age at 
achool entrance and teachers' marks in reading af'ter 
one semester of instruction. fotmd that 50 per cent of 
the children with mental ages of 72 months or lese re
ceived failinr, marks, while only about 2 per cent of 
those with mental ages of 78 months or more received 
such marka. Woods reooounended the.t children with men
tal ages between 76 and 80 months be considered aa 
border-line cases, pointinf.: out that, while many of them 
are mentally ready to begin reading, some are still too 
immftture becauGe of other factors. Such findinge ae 
these indicate that mental age is one of the crucial 
factors in detennining a oh ild'' s readiness for reading. 
but that, like chronolo c ical age. and I. Q., it has 
limitations if used alone as a meRaure of readiness. 

The use of the Metropolitan Readiness Test may be 
criticized because it measures many of the same factors 
that are measured ~J intellizence tests. Harrison re
ported a correlation of .79 between scores on thia 
readiness test and the averar e of mental ages obtained 
from three primary intelligence tests. Neverthelesa, 
the test does provide a verification of the mental-test 
data and also a broader base from which conclusions may 
be drawn as to the ahild' s readiness for reading. It ia 
longer than primary intelligence tests and gives more 
detailed information about abilities olosely related to 
pupil activities in the first grade. Wright found the 
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best means of' predicting success in reading to be a oom
bination of scores on tho Metropolitan Reading Test and 
teachora' judgments on a pupil-rating scale. 

To throw further light on the value of the read i ness
testing program in Tulsa, the test results for first-year 
entrants in the fall of 1936 were compared with the read
ing achievement of the same pupils in ~y, 1937. The 
meaeure of readin~ achievement used was the Tulsa Reading 
Progress Test No. 2. In this test, constructed by the 
director of tests for the city school system, the entire 
vocabulary was selected from the basic textbooks in read
ing for the first grade. The test consists of 100 itama. 
arranged in the order in which the words are presented in 
the basic textbooks; that is, the words that occur in the 
pre-primer are used firstJ the new words fuat appear in 
the primer then followJ and the new words in the first 
reader make up the balance of the test. The items are 
arranged in •ix different types of reading exercises, 
namely, visual-visual association, identification of a 
word with the corresponding picture or object, auditory
visual association, and three t ypes of comprehension 
exercises. The reliability coefficient of the test wae 
found to be .98 for 700 cases selected at random, ~ich 
means thct the scores were high ly reliable. 

The results obtained from this test in the spring, 
toeether with the data on readi ness factor~ obtained in 
the preceding fall, were tabulated. These data are 
based upon a samplinr, of 1,325 children, or approximately 
50 per cent of the first-year entrants enrolled. Thia 
sample is believed to be rea5onably represent~tive of 
the entire group. No attempt was made to trace t he 
records of pupils "ftho had moved durinc the school year J 
consequently, the data are for pupils who remained in the 
same schoo 1 throughout the year. lt is important also 
to note that the group included white children only and 
that not more than 2 per cent of those were forei~ 
children. The mean intelligence quotient of 105.2 may 
prompt a question in r egard t o the representativeness of 
the eample, but this mean is not excessive for the Tulsa 
public schools. 

The article just quoted at length describes the Tulsa plan and 

the aet-up from Which the data used in this study were secured. An 

evaluation of the plan is sought by observing the progress of the 

pupils making up the respective experi mental groups to determine 

their a.chievement during the three or four years of school ex-

periences Which began in September, 1936 and carried the pupil• of 

-



each group through the third grade. Answers to the following 

question• are soughta 

How effectively does the fulaa plan meet the problem of the 

i.mmature entrant by providing e:cperienoes that attempt to train 

in the abilities underlying learning to read! 

Doea the public sohool need to provide for readiness ex

periences to supplement those furnished by the general environ

ment and by the kiD:iergartenT 

U•ing the criteria employed for placement. how effective i1 

that placement! 

What implications for the improverent of elementary educa

tion grow out of the findingst 

-
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CHAPTER II 

THE PROBLEM 

Tho Purpose or the Study 

This study attempts to show the results of the classification 

of first year entrants to the ~Jlsa public schools. Classificat1on4t 

ie made on the basis of certain Measures designed to predict 

whether the pupil possesses the ability to meet successfully the 

requirements of first grade reading instruction. It is expected 

that the results from these dnta will show t~e effectiveness of 

the criteria employed. 

The Tulsa pl.&n of prinary classification makes use of the 

following criteria1 c~ronolo e;ica. l age, mental e.e;e, inte llie;ence 

quotient, and the l•tropolitan handiness Tests score. These data 

determine the initial status of t he individuals making up the 

groups. These factors form the bases upon which placement is 

recommended and in most cases effected. These data are, however, 

supplemented b~ teachers' rating and judgment with respect to the 

individual child's readi ness for systematic read · ng: instruction. 

This rating may determine placement over \IDfavorable test results. 

Then again, it is possible for parental denands to secure first 

grade plaoenent in the face of all evidence and opinion tr.ut the 

pupil is not ready to succeed in readi ng ir~struction. !Iow often 

this was done is not known but it is felt that this case is rare, 

sinoe the school is generally able to convince the parent of the 

advantage of readiness instruction for t · ·e immature pupil. To 

the extent that this did operate, it would tend to invalidate the 

results from the recommended criteria. 

-
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Haw the Data Were Secured 

For Tulsa pupils, birth certificate records, required on 

first enrollment, establish chronolocical ages. The ~ental ages 

and intelligence quotients are secured from the administration of 

the Stanford-Binet1 intelligence test during the last semester of 

kindergarten. For the first year entrants who missed kindergarten 

or for some other reason did not receive the iudividual intelligence 

test, the Detroit First Grade Intelligence Test2 is administered at 

the beginnine.; of the term. The results from this group test of 

intelli~enoe have proved quite satisfactory. 

A measure of the readinE readiness status of each entrant is 

secured at the first of the ten'l bJ the administration of the 

.Metropolitan Readiness Tests.3 

The !.~etropolitan T~eading Eeadincss Tests give a measure of 

the ability to meet the "learning to read" situation. It is a 

group battery that may be given to as many as fifteen children at 

one time. Given at the beginning of the first grade, it measures 

the extent to which certain factors underlying the ability to 

learn to read are possessed qy the individual pupil. Tests one 

lLewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Revised Stanford-Binet 
Intelligence Sca.le (Houghton ~fifflin Company, Boston, 1937). 

2.Anna M. Engel and Harry J. Baker, Detroit Beginning First-Grade 
IntelliGence ~· 

1Gertrude H. Hildreth and Hellie L. Griffiths, UetMpolitan 
Readiness Tests. 



and two of this group measure certain visual factors. Teat one 

matches similarities. Test two presents copying simple figures. 

letters, and numbers. Test three is a vocabular; testa test 

four. a. sentence test; test five, number knowledge; a.nd teat 

lix. general information. The ~ual atatesa4: 

rhe Metropo 11 tan Head iness Tests have been deviHd 
to detenaine tho extent to Which pupils are ready to 
learn first grade skills and provide an analysis of the 
difficulties revealed. Intelligent analysis, interpreta
tion. and application of the results of the tests on the 
parts of teachers and supervisors should facilitate the 
learning process at the first grade level and should 
reduce failures appreciably. This test differs from 
group intelligence tests chiefly in the nature and pur
pose of the content and arrangement of the material. 
There is actually a marked correlation between scores of 
pupils on the two t/pes of tests. A correlation of .70 
was obtained between the test scores and the Detroit 
First Grade lntelli~ence Test soores for thirty-four 
oases. A correlation of .53 was obtained for ninety
four oases between the scores on this test ru1d the 
Pintner-cunning,ham Primary :.!ental Test. 

Harrison has the following to say about these testst 5 

!he group of tests is carefully selected and standard
ized and norma are furnished Which allow for a detailed 
analy8ia of each child's abilities. The nge of the child 
has been taken into consideration in deriving norms, which 
makes results more meaningful. A point score and a 
percentile rank according to total aoore and age are given. 
The tests are interesting to children, for they like the 
pictures and consider the whole procedure a game. 

In the opinion of the 1vriter it would have been well 
if norma had been established in terms of percentile ranks 
for the five tests most closely related to reading, not 
including the number test. It seems advisable that these 
two readinesses be investigated separately. Of course, 
there are percentile rank norms for each individual test 
and for the total of tests, but not for the total nost 
closely related to reading. 

5M. Lucile Harrison. ~· ~·• P• 80. 
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The above data. ahowine; the initial status of each pupil in 

the experiment ~re secured from the records on file in the office 

of the Department of Tests and lleasurements. The chronolo gical 

ages were taken a.s of September, 1936• and the mental ages wore 

computed aa of that date. 

The element in the predictive cri terie.. t.het jncludes sub

jective evaluation is the rating check sheet (Chapter I, page 23 

of th ia study) of the kindergarten teacher and the opinion of the 

primary teacher and the school principal as formed during the first 

weeks of school in the fall. Thus., after all the objective criteria 

have been interpreted, these results are supplemented by the facts 

that grow out of the personal equation of teacher and pupil. The 

extent of the inf'luence of the factor of teacher rating cannot be 

determined here since no record is made of this rating or of ita 

influence in affecting the placement of the individual pupil. This 

is unfortunate., both from the standpoint of evaluation e.nd of 

standardization of method and procedure. It is evident in the 

Tulsa plan that this rating factor often sets aside other criteria 

or ia effective in modifying their effect. 

How the Groups l'iere Constituted 

and the ::.ieasurements Taken 

Entrants who were admitted to regular first grade classifica

tion con8titute Group I of this study • and number 636. Those who 

seemed unable to meet successfully the work of beginning reading. 

and for whom the program in readinr, readiness experiences seemed 

-
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advisable, were classified as the pre-primary. Complete data for 

118 of the pre-primary were secured for this study. These oompose 

Group II. At the time the experiment was started a sampling of 

approximately one-half of some 2100 entrants in September, 1936, 

waa included. 'l'his se.rnpline; was made by taking the alphabetized 

list of entrants for e aeh ol" ~ha elementary schools in the school 

system and going throur~ the initial letter "N• for surnames in 

the list for each school. This gave approximately 50 per cent of 

all first-year entrants in all parts of the city, and was con-

sidered sufficient to give meaningful results for the study, even 

though the number of eliminations would be quite great by the 

close of the four-year period. Approximately 1200 pupils started 

in the experiment. Eliminations were caused in the following 

wayat first. if a child missed eny test subsequent to the adminia-

tration of the Metropolitan F.ee.dinoss Teat in the fall of 1936 he 

waa dropped; second, if n child moved from the building in which 

he was originally entered, he was eliminated from the experiment 

on the theory that since ncc~plishment in rending was to be 

measured, it was desirable that a child no·t hnve the handicap of 

moving from one building to another, thus changing his school 

environment during the course of the study. 

In the lie;ht of the recomrn.ended criteria moat of the first-

year entrants were classified. As these completed their first year 

elementary sohool experience, in Uay, 1937, they were tested by the 

administration of the Tulsa Eendinr; Progress Test No. 2 destlribed 

on page 27 of this study. This test vro.s devised .and sta~Ldfl.rdized 



by the Department of Tests end Measurements of the Tulsa Public 

Schools. It wna based on ti1e curriculum used, t he entire 

vocabulary of the teat being selected from the basic text books 

that were in usa in the primary reading pror, ram. The reliability 

coefficient of the test is .98 for 700 oases selected at random. 

It was constructed to meet more fully the diagnostic features 

of a first grade and pre-pril:Mry test. In this respect it seemed 

more satisfa.ctor.r than the Gates Primary Reading Tests on .,rd 

recognition and sontence readin[;. which had been used up to this 

time. Chapter Ill shows "the results obtained. presents tables of 

c0mparison, and sets forth the interpretation. At t h is time the 

re gul a r first &rade entra~ts were conpletin0 t he work of the 

first crade, While t he pre-pri~ary (the r eadine r eadiness ex

perience group) entrants were f inish i~r. the t erm of pre-reading 

experience designed to develop ability to attnck successfully the 

task of first grade reading. 

Therefore, Group I (536 pupils) was enter i n r, second grade in 

the fall of 1937. while Group II (118 pupils) of this study (the 

pre-primary group) was at the same date entarine upon the work of 

the regular first grade. 

In ~y. 1938, Group No. II finished the work of the first 

grade end its status is measured by the Tulsa. Reading Progrese 

Test. Chapter III also compares the results of this test with the 

results shown from its administration to the regular first grade 

group at the close of the previous tenn in May, 1937. 

-
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That the test was in the process of revision. presented some 

difficulty in maki~~ direct comparisons. The forn taken by the 

pre-primary When it finished first grade experience is not directly 

compa.rable with that taken b~, the regular first grade group. ~ 

ever, comparable rankings have been made in Table VII. Chapter III 

mows that the pre-pri.mary group tended to approach the norms of 

the form e.dninistered to it while the performance of Group I ex-

oeeded the norms for the fonn by which it was measured. 

In May, 19~8 1 the regular first grade entrP~ts of September. 

19361 completed the work of tho second grade and were given the 

Gates Primary Reading Test. consistin~ of 'l'ype I, Word Recognition• 

Type II, Sentence Readinr,. and Type III. Paragraph Reading. 6 These 

testa are diagnostic and measure the phases of reading ability 

indicated. Three equivalent forms of the test are a.vailable. Gates 

atatea tha.t the reliability of the tests is pr~rily determined by 

the akill of the examiner in following the directions specifically. 

Norms have been established on a greut number of oases drawn from 

all parts of the cotmtry. 

The composite of the scores on these tests "TAl.S employed to ob-

tain a reading grade score for this study. The statistical treat-

ment of the results of theso tests is given in Chapter IIIaa is alao 

the results obtained ~J tho administration of theoe testa to the 

pre-primary group. which finished the work of the second grade one 

year later in .Ma.y, 1939. Comparison of the 110rk of these t1IO 

second grades is made following the presentation of the data. 

6Arthur I. Gates. Gates Primary Readinf Teat, Bureau of Publica
tiona, Teachers College, Columbia Universi y:-N9w York. 1935. 
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In the fall of 1938 the regular first graders of the fall of 

1936 began the work of the third r:re.de, and in lla.y, 1939 • on ita 

completion were tested qy the administration of the Gates Silent 

Reading Tests/ There are four tests in this ba.tteryt Type A. 

Read in(!; to Appreciate G-eneral Signif'icance J Type B, Reading to 

Predict the Outcome of Given Events; Type C, Reading to Underatand 

Precise Directional Type D. Reading to Yote Details. Three fo~ 

are available. Type C is omitted in administering the tests in 

Tulaa. on account of its partaking of the diagDOatio elements of 

Type D. 

In an evaluation of these tests Joseph c. Dewvy, Head of the 

Department of Education and Ps,ychology. westminister College. aaye,S 

Theae tests consist of four different ~fPes each 
designed to measure one specific reading skill. Each 
t J pe test contains three forms called equivalent by the 
author but no evidence is submitted to show that this 
is true. An excellent manual provides clear and care
ful directions for using the teats for individual and 
group diagnosis. Regular age and grade norms are pro
vided as well as those for the lo~r and upper q~rtiles. 
The manual provides the answers to the various tests 
but no actual answer keys seem to be provided. 

The composite grade score from these tests was obtained for 

this study. The pre-primary group of the fall of 1936 COMpleted 

the work of the third grade one year later than the regular first 

grade completed it. or in May, 1940, and at that time received 

the Gatea Silent Rtading Tests. The statistical treRtment of the 

results of the administration of these tests is given in Chapt&r 

7Arthur I. Gates, Gates Silent Rcadinc Tests, Bureau of Publi
cations, Teachers College. ColumbiR University, New York, 1~35. 

8oscar Krisen Buroa, Editor, Mental IJeaaurem(Jnts ~ Book• 
P• 1538, 1941. 



III of this study and the results shown by each group at the 

cloee of third grade experience are compared. 



CHAPTER III 

COHPARIOON OF GROUP I Alm GROUP II Il~ STATUS AND ACH IEVEHEHT 

Defining tho Groups 

From the results of test data and the rating of teachers the 

first year entrants in 1936 were classified as regular first grade 

or pre-prims.ry. The first grade was then nade up of pupils who 

appeared to possess readiness to e.ttack the problem of beginning 

reading successfully. This atudJ presents the performance of SSG 

from this group. and they are here designated as Group tb. I. The 

pre-primary group was made up of students who from the criteria 

applied seomed too 118ak in r eadiness tecrmiquee to e.dvance success

fully with the work of the first grade. They were therefore 

classified in a reading readiness group. and a curriculum designed 

to build reading readiness techniques given them. One hundred 

eighteen from this group are considered in this study and are 

designRted Group Xo. II. 

The Different Curricula 

The curriculum devised for instruction in reading refidineas was 

made up of materials produced qy the pre-primary committee. This 

committee worked in accordance with the plan of the elementary eduoa

tion oommittee mentioned in Chapter I. At first the oommittee pre

sented a -workbook made up of two sections. Series A was designed to 

meet the needs of the pupils enterinr:; t he elementary school lacking 

in those elements of readiness that precede the taking up the taak 

of learning to read. These work sheets were designed to develop 
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ability in recognizing, naming, and using colorJ differentiating 

Bimple forms J acquiring number concepts of quantity and serial 

presentation; learning to count throuf':h 1il irteen and to recognise 

numeralsJ ability in cutting to line, in pasting. and arranging 

in order; acquirinc simple skill in mutching colors. forms, and 

numbers; and ability in fo Hawing directions and exeoutine specific 

tasks. Exercises wore given in developin~ habits of attention and 

habits of orientation in left to rir,ht direction across the page. 

ITere, also. instruction is given in handlinG of books. scissors, 

and crayons, attempting to develo? habits of nea.tness and respect 

for property. The second part of this workbook was designed 

specifically to aid L• the development of ~rceptual discrtmina-

tion general~ considered an essential p~requisite to reading. 

Doloh defines it a.s tho ability to distinr,uish slightly different 

objects from one another, especially slightly different word forma. 1 

It is based on the psychological theory that retinal impressions 

are grouped as 'Wholes ru1d the. t the development of perception in-

valves three stepss (1) an undifferentiated whole; (2) the 

differentiation of parts; and (3) an integrated pattern.2 The 

exercises are graded from those whioh require gross discrimination 

to those llhioh require o. finer discrimination necessary for noticing 

similarities and differences in letters and words. The series of 

exercises aims to (1) provide for the ~radual development of this 

perceptual discriminative power and (2) to provide the teacher with 

lEdward William Dolch, Toa.chin~ Primary Reading. P• 40. 

2R. H. Wheeler and F. T. Per~ ins, Principles of !-dental Develop
ment. PP• 130-132. 



a sort of detail scale or test to determine the degree of this 

power attained by each child as a factor in readiness to read. 

In addition to Series A. there was designed a Series B 

set of materials which introduces the child to a simple program 

in beginning reading. It was used at the completion of the 

Series A workbook. The Series B material is composed of four 

themes or units. The titles aret Unit I., "Fmu" Unit 2. •The 

Home;• Unit J., "PetaJ" Unit 4. "Rides." These units provide 

material to be used following the Series A WOrkbook which give 

the child experience in simple reading. The themes are planned 

to aid in the development of an activity program •. Fun was chosen 

aa a theme for the first activity since action words are considered 

as meaningful to the child. Emphasis is placed on the development 

of an oral vocabulary. The children are encouraged to discus• what 

the figures on the separate sheets in the workbook are doing. They 

are directed to notice the different actions represented by each 

figure and to associate the action with the word or phrase below 

the picture. Drill in IW.tching 1¥0rds is given and the ability to 

note detail is exercised by cutting out and .mAtching of words and 

phrases with the proper pictures. Color concepts are taught at 

the allml!t time by encouraeing children to use different oolora on 

the figures included in the workbook. This same procedure ie 

followed through the other three workbooks. 'rilen the child is ready 

for the fourth unit, Rides, he is introduced to simple sentences 

which, throu&n discussion and observation. he le~rns to associate 

with different parts of a. single picture. 
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In addition to these materials the curriculum sug~ests means 

for extending the child's experiential backbround, for promoting 

the child's social adjustments, for cultivating health habits and 

for correctinc faulty speech habits. This beginninc in 1936 of a 

curriculum for the pre-primfU'y has resulted in its becoming a. part 

of the regular priiM.ry course of study. The course of stooy states 

that the aim of this yee.r of reading readiness experience ia3 

1. To develop an enriched and meaningful vocabulary. 
This implies the development of fundamental conotptil 
essential to comprehension. Dt..rL'1!; this time habits of 
perception With respect to similarities and differences 
will be formed. Then. too, the orientation in the per
ception of number with respect to objects in the 
inm.edie.te enviromn.ent will be secured. It is expeoted 
that all this will result in a reasonable facility in 
use of lftn6uabe in the expression of ideas. 

2. Conscious provi sion is ~<i.e for a wide vnriety 
of educational experiences. These experiences make for 
erowth in ability to listen while directions are given, 
to use correct pronunciation and enunciation, and to 
practice listening to comprehend what is beinG read. 
Emphasis is also placed on the deve lopment of desirable 
social rt'llationships by providinc activities llh ich pro
mote respect for the rights and properties of others. 
control of the emotions, and development of desirable 
personal habits. ~scular coordination is increased 
through written o:xcrc :'... ses and the manipulation involved 
in handling objects, ~rt materials• playground equip
ment, and in looking after one's personal belongings 
such R& wraps and school materials. 

3. !he latter part of the year is employed in 
developing the ability to read simple sentences, in 

·stimulating the desire to read, and in securing growth 
in the ability to rea.d and comprer!end pre-primer and 
primer materials. 

In the pre-primary every effort should be made to enlarge the 

concepts possessed by the child. In this connection it is important 

3Tulsa Public Schools, A Course ~ stu~y for Kinder~arten and 
Grades One, Two • Three, Tulsa ?ublic Schoo s, Tulsa. Ok ah.ona "t''9Sa) • 
PP• ll9=ITO.-



that the teacher know the child and prepare him for the reading of 

any a tory by auppleJIIBnting his own backgrotm.d with any concept 

that he does not possess. This will enlarge his speaking 

vocabulary and lay the foundation begun in kindergarten ~.; pro

viding opporttm.ity for auditory and visual diaeriruinationa. 'fhe 

following activities involving a\~itory discrimination are 

suggested a 

1. Hearinr, and enjoying reymes and jingles (Mother Goose) 

2. Giving 110rds that rhyme or supplying rhymes at the end 

of lines. 

3. Playing games in which the child closes his eyes and tries 

to recognize the voices of other children in the gaml!t. 

4. Listening then relating sound heard. 

Following are some of the ways &\lbgested for the developing of a 

sight vooabularya 

1. By associating 'WOrds with accompfWYing pictures 

2. By placing on the board words sur;ge sted by the child 

3. By labeling objects in the room 

4. ~~ naming actions 

5. By presentin~ familiar words of the home 

6. By presentinG familiar words of the school 

The regula r course of study then sut:;Gests outline procedures 

for developing the themes "Living in the School." "Living in the 

Home •" "Living in the Conununity •" and "O.ut o f Doors." These are 

puraued for the purpose of developing t h e child' a background in 

connection with increasing his interest in reading. The courae ot 

study provides references to many pre-primers and primary books. 



rhe foregoing from the revised course of study i'or Kinder

garten. and Gr&des 1. 2. and 3 su; eests the experiences that are 

provided for the reading-readiness group. on the theory tha.t it is 

advantageous to place the pre-primAry pupil in a readiness sitl.&

tion for the followin~ roasonss 

1. The ilrunediate and specific needs of the group can be IJWt 

in a more adequate way. 

2. The pupils ha.ve a ohe.nce to succeed and experience leader

ship on their l£vel and are not forced into competition that they 

oannot meet. 

3. The experience of fe.i.linr; is not i'orced upon tilem either 

r;radually or at the end of the year. 

4. The regular first grade is not retarded by the teacher 

having to take undue time out for the slow pupils. 

5. The philosopny of the Tulsa public schools holds that the 

closest poasible understanding and co-operati on ia to be maintained 

with t he parenta. This ost&.blishint:, of an tmdersta.nding on the 

part of parents ia attempted in the fall by meetings with all 

parents of the new entrants then later with the pA.ronts of the pre

pr~ groupJ and then as occasion n~~e, conferences with indivi

dual parents nre held. Much depends on the alertness and per

sistence of' the teacher and the principal in realil;ing the benefits 

i'rom parent oo-operation. In the main parents aooept the plan as 

best for the welfare of the child• thour:h this acceptance is often 

more or less passive and not well understood. 



Contrasted to the above curricular offerings for the pre-

primary or reading readiness group, the regulc.r first grade group 

begins with experience stories as a basis for first grade reading. 

Here again are developed the themes "Living in the School," 

"Living in the Home," "Living in the Ccr.mnmity," and "out of Doors, • 

but these are developed on a broader baeis and a far wider selec-

tion of texts including primers and first readers. In addition to 

the fore~oing, themes on "Stories We Like," and "Special Days" e.re 

developed. 

The followin~ discussion concerninb oral and silent reading is 

eiven in the course of study14 

While there is somo difference in opinion as t o t he 
relative emphasis that should be placed upon silent and 
oral reading in the initial period of instruction, it is 
r;enere.lly e.greed thut there should be about the sene 
amotmt of each t Jpe durin£; the child's first year in a 
reading group. 

There is a very close relationsh ip between oral 
language and learning to read. When chilrl ren enter the 
first grade, most of them have rather large speaking 
vocabularies, which contribute toward the development 
of much of the interesting readinr, mutorial. 

When reading t h ese short experience stories, the 
content of Which has been contributed by individuals in 
the group, each child whose sentence appears in the 
story is eager to read to the others the part belonging 
to him. 

Soon, by thinking through the sentences, the child 
will be able to read the Whole story. This gives him a 
feeling of satisfaction. Even though early readi ng i• 
largely oral, children are encouraged to read silently 
by following the pointer Which is placed under the 
sentence and moved from left to righ~. This procedure 
provides preparation for t he oral reading , and aide in 
preventing excessive lip movement and vocalization. 

4Tulsa Public Schools, ~· ~·· PP• 4-23. 



In thi• period of teaohing, the effectiveness of the 
instruction oan best be evaluated by having the children 
read aloud. rhe necessity for much oral reading in the 
first grade lies in the fact that it aids in the child's 
association of meanings with pr)nted word ~Jmbols. 

Improvement in the childrens' oral reading in an 
audience situation may be brought about by having the 
teacher or older children re~d to them. These stories 
Should be o£ such interest to the listeners that they 
will have a desire to rend well to others. 

When the child's sight vocabulary has eradually in
creased until it is such that he can read silently material 
he has not read or had read to him, the child may, after an 
introduction to the story, be asked to read a aentence to 
find some specific fact. Later, he may be asked to read a 
short story or a part of a story in order to tell the 
other children what he has read. 

Often comprehension may be checked bJ• readinc aloud 
that part of the selection which answers a question. 
!his combines the use of silent and oral readin~ . 

Dramati~ation is one method by which children like to 
interpret aelections read. 

Suggested --~rs of utilizing silent anc oral ror..ding 
may be found in the first grade problem Beginning ~ 
Reading. In the first grade, there should be much read
ing of recrcatory material. This should consist of easy. 
wellJWritten stories ~ich are attractively illustrated. 
Children should acquire not only the ability to re&d• 
but a desire to us~ trat a~ility. 

Comparison of the Initial Status of the Groups 

45 

Chronological ~· Table I compares in frequency distribu-

tion the pupils of the two groups on the basis of ohronologioa.l age. 

Group I shows a slightly greater range than Group II, ranging from 

57 months to 108 months. The range for Group II is from f!!T months 

to 108 months. The mean chronolo eical a r,e of Group I is 76.52 

months while that of Group II is 75.04 months. The sigma of 

chronological ages for Group I is 6.08 and that for Group II, 6.99. 
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The difference in the means of the t~ro ~roups in chronological age 

is 1.58 months. This is small. but ~t is a statistically aignifi-

cant difference "\'\'hen s ronpa nc lo.rr.e o..s these nre conpe.red. The 

critical ratio of the difference is 2.6, Which is not hirply 

significant, and it indicates here that the difference is too 

e~ll for any practical use in making placement in pupil classifioa-

tion. 'This is in keeping with findings r enere.lly, that clu·onological 

age apart from mental ar;e is a poor ori terion in the prediction ot 

readine; success. DeanS fotmd a correlation of .12 t .06 between 

chronological age and reading achievement, and Virginia Harr1son6 a 

correlation of .09 :t .06. 

It is neceasarJ to examine the frequency distrib~~ion of 

chronological ages from the standpoint of t he extremes as well as 

for group significance. Te.ble I shows t1'IO pupils in Group I 'Who 

have ages below five nnd one half yenrs. It seems that these 

sl':ould have represented under-ageness to the extent of be :i.ng 

placed in the readiness t;roup and yet they a.re classified as regular 

first graders. It l!l.ay be mentioned here that this would be impoui-

ble in the Tulsa public schools unless misrepresentation of age 

suoceeded in gettin~ the children into school. This was one of the 

things that brought about the requirement of enrollment by birth 

certificate. The individual data on the two children here in-

cl uded in Group I are o.s fo lloWB. 

5 Dean, £R_• c i t., P • Gl4. 

Ovirginia Harrison. "An E.'Vnluntion of ChroDOlogioal Age, J.fental 
Age. Kindergarten Training, and Socio-Economic Status as Factors 
Underlying Heading Readi ness." Unpublished Thesis, University of 
Tulsa. (1938), P• i, Appendix I II. 



Age 
in 

!.bnths 

105-109 
100-104 
095-o99 
09()-094 
085-089 
080-084 
075-079 
070-074 
065-069 
060-0G4 
055-069 

Table I 

Comparison of the Distribution 
of Pupils of Group I and 
Group II ou the Basis of 

Chronological Ages 

Group I Group 

2 1 
3 1 
5 0 

12 1 
27 4 
71 4 

160 S5 
213 60 

41 12 
1 0 
1 0 

N 536 n 110 

A. M. 76.62 mths 75.04 mths 

Sigma 6.08 .599 

c. R. 2.6 

4:1 

II 
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Pupil 109 in Group I bee;an his elementary school experience 

with a ohronoloe;ical age of 57 months, a mental a ge of 64 montha. 

givine; him a.n I. Q. of 112. On the Metropolitan Test in September. 

1936, this child made a score of 101 which according to l•tropoli~ 

standards is above the third quartile on test standards. At the 

olose of first grade he made a score of 98 on the Tulsa Reading Pro

gress Test No. II. This performance, likewise • 1.8 above the third 

quartile on the test. At the close of seoond grade he made a 

grade soore of 3.36 'Which places hiln above the median of 3.20 of 

the Gates .Primuy Test. At the close of third grade he made a 

grade score of 4.5 on Gates Silent Reading Test which places him 

above the median of 4.1 for pupils entering the fo'I.U"th grade. 

It would seem that this child's performance on the Metropolitan 

Test must have been the factor that led him to be considered for 

first grade, and in considerinc his performance it appears that this 

child was very well placed even though his chronological and mental 

ages were below the standards cenerally held. 

Pupil 235 enters the elementary school vdth E. chronological age 

of 64 .IOOntha, a mental a.ge cf 78 months, an I. Q. of 122, and a 

score on the Metropolitan Test of 80, just above the median of 76. 

On the Tulsa Progress Test at the end of first grade he aoores 69 

Which places him in the second quartile of performance on thia 

teat. At the close of second grade experience he makes a grade 

aoore of 3.13 which is just slightly below the median of 8.20 for 

this test, and nt the close of third brade he makea a. soore of 4.0 

which is very near the median of 4.1. 
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Thia oaae has made acceptable progress event hough he wae 

under-age. It is likely that he would have performed better in 

readine; if he had been somewhat zoore matured. But it is doubtful 

if pre-prbnary would have been a better placement for him. 

Lik~ise. in the consideration of Table r. one would wonde~ 

why there are three pupils above a chronological age of aeven and 

one-half years crouped with the pre-primary pupile as ia shown by 

the distribution of Group II. It would appear that these pupils 

would better be classified with the regular first grade and con

sidered as pupils requirinc special individual attention with the 

group where their advanced life ar;e would be in contact with more 

advanced performance. The followinG gives the individual picture 

of these pupils. 

Pupil 2 of this group has a chronological age of 90 months, a 

mental age of 86 IOOnths. an I. Q. of 96, and performs on the 

Metropolitan Test with a score of 101 which places him above the 

third quartile in performance on this test. At the close of the 

first grade he makes a soore of 86 which is above the median on 

the Tulsa Progress Test No. II, and at the close of second grade 

experience he makes a soore of 2.87 which is just slightly above 

the first quartile point of 2.84 of the Gates Primary Test. At 

the close of his third Erade experience he ranks 3.2 which is 

below the first quartile point of 3.5 for pupils taking Gates 

Silent Readine; Test on enterinc fourth e;rade. l'he ind.t ial per

formance of the student would make ono wonder if he might not have 

been better classified in Group I on the basis of t he J::..&.c~nt 

test results. 



Pupil 101 entered the elementary school with a chronological 

age of eight years and four months- a mental age of 53 months, an 

I. Q. of 55, and a score on Metropolitan Readiness Teat of 56 

which ranks below the lower quartile of 60 for this test. This 

pupil closes his first r,rnde experience with a Tulsa Progress 

Test score of 17, rankine fe.r below the lower quartile point of 

41. He finishes the second f~rade with a score on Gates Primary 

Test of 1.43 Which is far below the lower quartile point of 2.84 

for this test~ and finishes third grade experience with a grade 

score of 3.1 on the Gates Silent Reading Te1t which is just one 

year below the median of this test, 4.1. 
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Pupil lOS of Group II entered school at eight years and 

eleven m:mths of age. His mental age was 72 months, his I. Q., 

61, his performance on the Metropolitan Test was score 49, ranking 

in the lower quartile. His score on the Tulsa Progress T8 st at 

the end of first grade lftlS 31, rankine: below the lower quartile 

point of 41. He finiShes second grade with a r,rade score of 

2.10 on the Gates Primary Test which ranks low in the lower 

quartile, and finishes third r:;rade more than ono yee.r retarded 

with a grade score of 3.0 on the Gates Silent Reading Test. 

It seems likel~{ that pupils 101 and 103 would have been better 

classified with more mature pupils; at any rate, their low potential 

for performance does not permit classification according to Group 

standards alone, and would not justify the expectation that they 

might approach the no~ 
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Mental Ages. Comparison of tho Groups in mental n1:e is shown 

in Te.blo II. The r:>.ento.l a ;:e spread of the individue.ls in Group I 

shows e. larger re..nge then t!1a t of Group II. The lowest !!!ental age 

is 47 months. and the highest ie 117 months. Group II potsesses a 

lower lir.1it of 47 months l-ut a.n upper lL':lit cf 92 w.onths. The mean 

mentnl o.ce of the 536 pupils in Grot~p I is 83.03 months while the 

mean mentcl nee of the 110 pupils mekin~ up Group II is 71.35 months. 

Th(; si[Jllc. of Gre~up I io 9.51 mont}, s £<:1d of Group II is 8.69 montha. 

The c1·itical ratio of tr•e. difference in the means of t hese two gouupa 

is 13.2. This difference is tormec1 highly sienifice.nt ~J statistical 

•,£. 7 
wr~•.ers. T.!orphett Hl!d 'ilfn.sh'burne S£\.y: 

la.rcer degree o f correlation vtith rendinc procruss t~w.n diC. the 

intellicence quotient or the P.veru;:;e of menta l e.nd chronolor;ica.l 

8 ages." The Loa fi.n~eles Plan of arrivinr: at a ree.ding expectancy 

age fincl.s it advantagaous to t£lke an averat;e age arrived at by using 

the ohro~olo0icfl.l e.ge once 9nd tho In.flntnl ace two times ~:~.nd dividing 

9 by tr.ree. This, tbey olaiml, te.kes care of the inexperience element 

of the younc child with t \ hiLh I. Q. r.rd ~~hf1 experi€lnce element of 

the older child possessir.G n low I. Q. 

7 R. A. Fisher, Statistioo.l ;,iethods for Research Workers. PP• 
128-133. 

8 Morphett and Washburne • ~.. ~. • pp. 502-503. 

9 Los fin~el~s Ct1rriculum Committee, Curriculum Bulletin. Loa 
J..ngeles Public Schooii;- i93B. -·· - · · · · · 
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The correlation fotmd on the achievement of Group I with mental 

age ia .23.! .04 using Gates Pr~ry Test at t h e end of Grade II. 

Keistr~r10 found correlat ions ra.ngi.n r; from.20.!:' 09 to .37!: .09 when 

mental age was correlated with tl-tese tests. Deputyllin working with 

103 first graders found n. correlation of .70 (no probable error 

given) between reading achiever.1ent &nd mental age as measured by 

t he Pintner-CunniJli;ham Primary Intelligence Teste. Virginia Harrison12 

in an experiment employing 120 first graders from two Tulsa Elementary 

schools found a. correlation of .38 .:!: .05:S between mental age and read-

ing achievement. In her experiment the Stanford-Binet Intelligence 

Test WRs used. Dean13 got e. m:~ch higher correlation of mental age 

with reading aohieve~nt, namely, .62~ .03, but he used a longer 

achievement test. In this experiment t he !'!.ental age and aohie'Vement 

correlation for Group II at t he clo.se of second e;ra.do experience is 

.111! .o9. 

At t he close of third grade t he correlation of mental nee wi th 

achieveD.J.ent as measured by Gat e s Silent f~.Sading: Test is .34! .04 

for Group I and .17.!: .09 for Group II. 

It appears then t hat mental age operates as a smaller faotor 

in prediction in the Tulsa pla n of classification t han it did in 

the other experiments. 

10 B. v. Keister. "ReadinG Skills Acquired by Five-Year-Qld 
Children, • Elementary School Journal. Vol. XXXXI (April. 1941) 
PP• 567-596. 

ll Erley Chester Dep~. wPredioting First Grade Reading Achieve
ment." Teachors College Contributions to Education, Uo. 426. Ne1r 
York• Teachers College Columbia Jniversi~J. l9SO. 

12 Vire inia Harrison, ~· ~·· P• ii, Ap~endix I!I. 

13 Dean. ~· ~·• P• 612. 
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Table II, the distribution of ~ental ages. shows the six pupils 

of Group I who scored lowest in mental c.r;e; namely • below sixty months, 

to be classified in tho regule.r first brade. Since r.1ental age recom

mendation is so much higher than this. the individual dat~ on these 

pupils ahould be studied to f i nd reasons for this placement. 

They have chronological a[~es of 82 • 91, and 102 months, reapec

tively, wlth I. Q.' s of 71 1 52 • and 57. This low rate of mental 

maturing would certainly have recommended these pupils for special 

curricular attention, but it appears that the pre-primary grcup waa 

not considered best for them, probably beoause of their advanced 

chronological age Rnd acooopanying physical maturity they were placed 

with the regular first r;rade in order th& t they might be better class

ified socially. At any rate here are pupils that Ehould have been 

classified in the situation which of fered the greatest opportunity 

to meet their individual needs. Those closed third grade experience 

in three years with grade scor~s on the Gates Silent Reading Tests 

of 3.4. 3.5, and 3.0 respectively. TI1is is satisfactory perfonuanoe 

for pupils of this mental age level. 

The other three who are under GO months in mental age and found 

in Group I are under six ye ,.rs of age J namely • 68, 69, and 70 months, 

respectively, with I. Q.'s between 75 and 78. Here is under-ageneas 

plus low mental i ty and factors other than the objective criteria are 

operating here or these would have been classified in the reading 

readiness ~roup. They finished the experience of third grade with 

the followin r.; scores, respectively: 4 .2, 3.9. and 3.6. The median 



Age 
in 

Lbntha 

116-119 
11Q-114 
105-109 
100-104 
096-099 
090-Q94 
085-089 
080-Q84 
075-079 
070-Q74 
065-069 
060..064 
055-059 
oso-o54 
045-<>49 

.A.. M. 

Sigma 

Table II 

Comparison of the Distribution 
of Pupils of Group I and 
Group II on the Basis of 

1lenta.l Ages 

Group I Group 

1 0 
1 0 
5 0 

14 0 
35 0 
76 1 

104 6 
117 13 

96 28 
49 16 
19 28 
13 20 
3 2 
2 3 
1 1 

N ~6 1-l 118 

83.03 mtha 71.26 mths 

9.51 8.69 

c. R. 13.2 

64 

II 
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achievement of people entering fourth grade on the Gates Silent 

fieading Teat is 4.1. It may be said here the~ that they are achtev

ing at the end of third grade experience up to more than logical 

expectancy for their mental ages, thus justifying their placement. 

Cases like these show that classification on group standards often 

fails to solve the problEm of imivi.dual placement. 

This confinns Crates' colitention that even at five years of 

mental a.ge a child IDB.J succeed in lear •. ling to read (quote, PP• 12 

and 13 this study). 

Intelligence Quotients. The comparison on the basis of iZitel

~igence quotients is shown qy Table III. Here is found an average 

I. ~. of 110.22 for the regular first grade ;:; ro"..lp and an average 

1. ~. of 96.48 for t:he pre-primary group. The sigma of tile di•tribu

tion of intelligence quotients for Group I is 15.04 and of Group II. 

13.00. Here the critical ratio is 10.1. While the intelligence 

quotient is of no value without the oonsideration of mental age, 

it indicates the rate of maturity. Thus the pupil with the higher 

I. Q. may be expected to mtl.ture more rapidly, thus reaching adequate 

mental age at a lower chronolor,ical age level. 

Table III which shoW'S the distribution of the pupils of Group I 

and Group II on the basis of intelligence quotients shows 20 with 

I. Q. 'a below 80 to be classified in Group I and eleven at this 

level of I. Q. to be classified in Group II. The data on individual 

oases present tho followinr, facts. The average chronological age of 

the group of twenty is seven ye nrs. four and one-half month& with an 
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Ta.ble III 

Comparison of the Diatribution 
of Pupils of Group I and 
Group II on the Ba.ais of 

Intelligence Quotients 

I. Q. Group I Group II 

146-149 4 0 
14Q-144 11 0 
lS6-139 8 0 
l3Q-l34 18 0 
125-129 40 1 
120-124 56 1 
115-119 67 6 
11Q-l14 76 ll 
105-109 75 16 
100-104 69 15 
095-099 29 11 
090-094 31 15 
085-089 22 21 
OBQ-084 10 10 
075-079 10 6 
070-074 8 2 
065-069 0 2 
060-064 1 0 
055-059 1 l 

N 536 N 118 

A. M. 110.22 96.48 

Sigma 15.04 13.00 

C. R. 10.1 
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average mental age of five years. four and one-half months. Over

ageness may have suggested placement from the consideration of 

sooial adjustment. In considering the eleven in Group II who ranked 

below 80 in I. Q •• the averaee chronological age is six years and 

ton months with an average mental age of four years and ten months. 

While these are not quite so old mld possess a slightly lower mental 

age. it is doubtful if they fall in a different class than the 

twenty t hat were just considered. 

The tvrer.ty pupils fron. Group I closed third grade experience 

with an average score of 3.5 on Gates Silent Reading Test and the 

eleven in Group II closed third t;rade experience in four years with 

an average grade score of 3.6. i~e pupil scoring hi~est in the 

group of twenty of Group I ronde a grade score of 4.2 at the end of 

third grade and the one ::;coring hirhest in Group II made a grade 

score of 5.3. Si nce no advantage of placement is here shown, it 

is possible thnt one year of time mi ftl t have been saved for the 

eleven pupils in Group II. 

While the group differences in I. Q.. is highly sir;nifioant it 

is likely that this difference represents more than rate of r.Aturity 

for learning to read. It is high ly probable in many cases t hAt 

this difference will not be e!"ased by the mental maturity that is 

expected for suocess in rendine . This points to the need of cur

ricular differentiation but not necessarily to delay for the task 

at hand. The overlappi..."lt:; shown in Tnble III and the exoeptioilJI 

sighted above suggest ti1e inadequacy of conclusions drawn from te•t 

results that have not considered nll facto r s. 

' ' 
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Table III alao shows eight in Group II Who have intelligence 

quotients of 115 or above. Why should these be classified in the 

reading readiness group? The detailed data on theae eight pupils 

show an average chronological age of 70 months with an average 

mental age of 83 months on entering. This mental age would seem 

to justi~ their placement in a regular first grade situation 

thoug-,h they do possess a low averap:e chronological age for first 

r;rade work. Their performance on the Metropolitan Test. an aver-

ar;e score of 63, approximates the first quartile point of so. This 

low performance on the Hetropoli~~n Test. coupled with their immatur

ity. seems to have been the basis on Whioh their placement was 

effected. In practice it is found t hr:.t t h ese marginal cases are t~ 

ones that need to be sin[ led out for guidance consideration all along 

the way. When these pupils took the Gntes PriMary Test at the close 

of second grade experience. their average perfo~anoe was 3.11 which 

is slightly below the median of 3.20 for closing second grade perform

ance. At the close of third grade they had an averEq;e grade perform

ance of 4.9 which approaches the third quartile of 5.1 of this test. 

Thus one finds no evidence here to indicate that these were better 

classified in the pre-primary group. 

Perhaps Group I would h ave held better placement for them in 

giving them the stimulus of bei nc class i fied \d:th higher achievers. 

The table shows also thnt for the eight who had intelligence quo

tie:"lts of 115 or above which was 6.8 per cent of Group II t here are 

204 or 31.8 per aent in Group I with t he same ranking in intelligBnoe. 
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Readiness Ability. The Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test 

is designed to predict success in learning to read. Table IV 

shows a cctnpa.rison in frequency distribution of the scores made by 

the two ~roups on this test. The arithmetic mean score of Group I 

is 81.9 with a sigma of 16.01. Group II earned a mean score of 

54.84 with a sigma of 16.00. The critical ratio of the difference 

here shown is 16.6. 

In the consideration of the groups these data present evidence 

of a significant differm1ce in performanoe when ability to attack 

instruction in reading is measured by the devices that are employed 

in this test. 

The correlation between reading readiness as measured ~ the 

Metropolitan Reading neadiness Tests and mental ages is .54 '!-.OS 

for Group 1 and .49± .07 for Group II. The authors report correla

tion for the Test with mental age as measured b,y different mental 

tests from .5:5 to .79. 

The ~•tropolitan Tests scores correlated with Gates Primnry 

Tosts results .28 ± .04 for Group I and.07 ± .09 for Group II. 

Albert Grant experimented l'lith 260 first grade pupils from 

three public schools in Cincinnlll.ti. Ohio. The median chronological 

age of the group waa 6 years five months. H~ found the correlation 

between the Metropolitan Readiness Tests and Reading AQhievement 

Tests to be .64!. .025. For the Pintner C1.m11ingham Primary Intel

ligence Tests he found a coefficient of correlation with Reading 



'fable IV 

Comparison of the Distribution 
of Pupils of Group I and 
Group II on the Ba.ais of 

Scores Made on the 
Metropolitan Reading Readiness Teats 

Score 

115-119 
110-114: 
106-109 
100-104 
096-099 
090-Q94 
085-089 
080-Q84 
075-079 
07<>-074 
065-069 
060-Q64 
055-069 
060-Q64 
045-049 
040-<>44 
036-039 
030..034 
025-029 
020-Q24: 
015-019 

A. .M. 

Si~ 

Group I 

2 
8 

25 
'Sl 
65 
61 
62 
66 
54 
51 
39 
30 
19 
~ 

5 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

N 586 

81.9 

16.01 

C. R. 16.6 

Group II 

0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
5 
6 

17 
13 
18 
14 
1.! 
a 
5 
5 
4: 
3 
2 

N 118 

64.84 

16.00 
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Aohi,-vemant Te,te of .631.025. Be stated14 

The ~tropolitP.n Readiness Teat When applied to first 
grade pupils measw-ed factors which are significantly 
related to later success in ree.dill{'; skills. The r e lation 
between the Metropolitan Readiness Teat and later achieve
ment in reading is as close as the relation usually found 
to exilt betlnten intelligence test and test of acl:ievement. 
n.e Metropolitan Readiness Testa are on a par with the 
Pintner Cunningham PriDBry Intellie;ence Tests in providing 
a basis for predicting later achievement in reading. 
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Deputyl5 secured oorrele. tion of .66 (no probable error given) 

between reading achievement and reading readiness testa devi•ed by 

himself. 

Virginia Harrison16 found a correlation of .48 :t .079 between 

Metropolitan Readiness Test and reading achievement as measured by 

Tulsa Reading Progress Test Numher II. 

Dean17 found the correlation of .• 59! .OS betw8en the Matropol-

itan Readiness Tests and reading achievement and a correlation of 

.62! .03 between Mental Age aa measured by the Stanf'ord Binet Intel-

ligenoe Test, and reading achievement. Dean used the multiple 

correlation technique correlating mental age And scores on the 

Metropolitan Headin~as Teste with reading achievement. which gives 

a multiple correlation of 64 t. .037. Ha concludoat 

In this study the combination yielding the highest 
multiple correlation with reading achievement is the com
bination of mental age nnd scores on the Metropolitan 
Readiness Tests. 

14 Albert Grant, "The Comparative Validity of the Metropolitan 
lteadinesa Teats and the Pintner Cunningham Primary Mental Teat_, 
Element~ School Journal. Vol. 38 . (April. 1938 ). PP• 599-806. 

16 Deputy, ~· ~· 
16 

Virginia Harrison. ~· ~· 

17 
Dean, ~· 22!•• P• 614. 



Employin~ this technique in this study we obtain a multiple 

oorrela.tion of .29 t .03 when reading achievement as r.1easured by 

Gates Primary Reading Tests i8 correlated with mental age e.nd 

Metropolitan Readiness Tests results. 

At the close of the third e;rade experience reading achieve

ment as measured by Gates Silent Ren.dinr; Tests correlates .34 ± .04 

with nente.l age and .30! .04 v-rith t he :Aetropolite.n Readiness Tests 

results. Hero when mantnl a r,e and Metropolit an Readiness Tests 

results Rre combined for a correlation with readinc achievement 

a coefficient of .37t .027 is obtained. These factors of predic

tion operate with less value in the Tulsa plan than when employed 

by Dean. 

The data of Table IV show 46 of the 516 in Group I to r ank 

below a score of 69. the lower quartile point of the Metropolitan 

Readiness Tests. This is 8.9 per oont of the ~roup. Group II 

has 72 of its 118 pupils below this soore. which is 61 per cent 
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of this group. The implicntion here is that the 46 in Group I 

should have been considered for Group II if the basis of place• 

mont had been on Metropolitan Test results alone. It is evident 

thnt those making placement gave weil;ht to other elements of readi-

ness. 

Date on these 46 pupils of Group I present some points of 

interest. The averaee chronolo r,ic~l ace for the 46 is 75.22 months. 

The averac;e mentPl a ge is 73.7 months which is below the standard 

of eix years and six months advocnted by a number of writers in the 



field of primary readin~. The average I. Q. for the group is 

99.46 and the average score on the L~tropolitnn Reading Readiness 

Test 49.67. Yet when the performance of this group is observed at 

the close of first grade an nverar,e score of 76 on the Tulsa Read

in[; Progress Test No. 2 is fot.md. The median on this teet is 76. 

Thus, this g roup performs satisfactorily. At the close of second 

grade performance t he nvera~e score on the Ge.tes Primary Reading 

Test is 3.02, slightly below the mean of 3.2. At the close of 

third erade the ~verago score of the group is 4.3, ranking slightly 

above the mean of 4.1. This performance tends to _j ustify their 

classification in the r egular first [ rade even thouEh the criteria 

advocated for placement appeared to recoL1mend their need for readi

ness training. The perfo:nnance of this group seems to place some 

doubt on the validity of the criteria recommended. 

In considerin~ individual cases, one would invevtigate as to 

why five of tho pre-primary group had an average Metropolitan 

Readiness Test soore of 80 or above. The other dnta on ~he3e pupils 

show an a.verar e chronolor.ical nc;e of six yenrs and. ten months, an 

average merrto.l a.ge of six yer-. rs nnd eleven months, a nd an average 

intelligent quotient approximating 102. It would aeam, then, from 

these data that there is no ranson for these pupil~ boing so 

classified. A look at ths aChievement performance of the five pupil• 

gives the follovr.Jl~ picture. -li11en they closed the experience of 

first grade they made e.n nverage score of 51 on tho Tulsa Progresa 

Test. This approximates the lower quartile point of 49 on this 

test. At the close of second grade experience their performance on 



the Gates Pr.lnary Reading Test waa 2.75 which is below the !'irart 

quartile point of 2.84:. On the Gates Silent Reading Teat at the 

close of third grade experience their average performance was s.s 

which is below the first quartile point of 3.5 on thia test. 

Such low performance seems unlikely !'or pupils possessing 

average potential with a chronolo gical age of six years and ten 

months. Here one "WOuld suspect some error in test results or some 

element outside of the data that operated in thie retardation. 

Comparison of First Year Achievement 

In May. l9S7. each of these groups was finishing one year's 

experience, above the kindergarten. in the elementary school. Group 

I had experienced the regular curriculum of the first grade aa pre

scribed by the Tulsa elementary school. Group II has experienced 

a curriculum designed to build the techniques that underlie readines• 

to learn to read. It is expected that this instruction has developed 

the ability to read simple sentences found in pre-primer and primer 

materials. Each group was given the Tulsa Reading Pro gress Test NO. 

II., a test that has been described in Chapter I and which is constructed 

from the basic reading material of tho Tulsa curriculum and which oon

tains 100 itEI!ls. Sizlce these e;roups experienced different curricula. 

comparable progress ce.rmot be expected. It •s planned that this teat 

would eventually become the instrument that 110uld measure both firart 

grade and pre-pr~ pupils qy a set of separate atandarda. The 

results were taken as a measure of reading achievement to date in the 

experience of the children lllLking up these groups. Group I has a 

rather wide range since it possesses a ffJW pupils who aoore rather 

low. The range is from 12 to 100 in score points with a Jll8an of 
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84.06 and a signa of 14.S6. Group II smwa a ranr,e of from 2 to 

82. An inspection of Table V shoW'II that in Group I the greater 

number are grouped nround high scores while in Group II the greater 

number are grouped around low scores. Group II earned an arithmetic 

mean of 35.10 rlth a sigma spread of 16.61. The critical ratio of 

the mean difference here is 27.5. 

On further analysis of Table V showing the performance of' Group 

I and Group II on the Tulsa Reading Proe;ress Test No. 2. one finds 

14 of Group I or 2.6 per cent failing to reach the median of 49 on 

this test while in Group II 80 or 67 .a per cent failed to reach thia 

score. Also this table showa that only two of the 118 pupils or 

1.6 per cent in Group II reached or exceeded the median of 18 on thu 

test while 398 or 74.2 per cent of the 536 pupils in Group I reached 

or exceeded this median. However • the overlapping in this table 

sholrlng the results of first year accomplishment, even in the face 

of different curricular experiences, bears evidence that placement 

has been inei'fectually done for several pupila. 

Comparison of Achievement 

at the Close of First Grade Experience 

'!he norma for the Tulsa Reading Progress Test No. 2 from which 

standards were set up were derived from the administration of the 

test to 2294 first grade and pre-primary entrants. Since 1937 the 

tulsa Reading Progress Test has been reviaed and thrown into two 

forma by the split-halves technique, and the new form was given to tM 

first grade that finished the curriculum in 1938 • Hence., the results 

obtained as shown by Table VI. when this test was adminhtered to 

------------------- -----



Table V 

Comparison of the Distribution 
of Pupils of Group I and 
Group II on the Basis of 

Scores Made on the 
Tulaa Reading Progress Test No. II 

Score Group I Group II 

100 14 0 
095-099 100 0 
09()-()94 122 0 
085-089 85 1 
080-o84 57 0 
075-079 51 2 
070..()74 33 0 
065-069 19 2 
060-064 17 2 
056-059 ll 3 
050-Q54 11 7 
045-049 6 6 
04<>-044 3 12 
035-0~9 2 10 
030-QM 2 14 
025-029 1 15 
020-Q24 1 6 
015-019 0 7 
Ol()-()14 l 5 
006-009 0 5 
000..()()4 0 1 

N 536 B 98 

A. M. 84.06 ~5.10 

Sigma 14.36 16.51 

c. R. 27 .s 
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Table VI 

Distribution of the Pupils of Group II 
on the Baeis of their Performance on the 

Tulsa Reading Progress Test Revised 

Score Group II 

055 7 
060-Q54 36 
046-049 25 
040-044 20 
0!5-039 15 
030-QM 6 
025-Q29 6 
020-Q24 1 
016-019 1 
Ol0-Ql4 1 

N 118 

Sigma 8.90 
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the 118 which made up Group II of this stc1dy at the time that this 

group finished first grade experience are not directly comparable 

to the results obtained by the application of the Tulsa Reading 

Progress Test No. II to the 5S6 pupils finishing first grade wno 

completed the work in 1937. However, for purposes of this study it 

appears that the following cornpo.risons will be adequate. On the 

sta ndardizing oi' Tulsa Heading Progress Test No. II the group scores 

showed a lower quartile point of 49, a median score of 78, aD' upper 

quartile point of 91, and a ceiling of 100. Tulsa Reading Progress 

Test, Form A, when standardized in 1935 on a group of 1555 complet

inG first grade experience, showed a lower quartile point of 41, a 

median score of 48, an upper qu~rtile point of 52, ana a ceiling of 

55. From the se quartile points we cr:m draw ~.he following comparisons 

of Group I and Group II in t he study. 

Table lro. VII sets forth tho data so that comparisons cu.n be 

made at a glance. This prescnt~tion of data shows 97 per cent of 

Group I reaching or exceeding Q1 when the test is administered to 

all first year entrants at the close of first year experience in the 

elementary school. Here it would be expected that Group I which is 

composed only of regular first grade pupils should perform above the 

norm. Tho group showed 74 per cant reaching or exceeding the median 

and 39 per cent reach :;.ng or surpassing the third quartile. Group II 

in performance at the close of t heir first grade experience, which 

represented two years of elementary school work beyond the kinder

garten. sho1V8d 71 per cent renching or exceeding the <q_ atandard 



Table VII 

Coi!lpe.rison on Quartile Points 
of the Performance of Group I 

o!'l Tulsa Pror,ress Test ~To. II and Group II 
on Tulsa Proeress Test Form A (Revised) 

Ql },tln. ~ Ceiling Uo. Cases 

Tulsa nending 
Progress Teet 
No. II 49 78 91 100 2294 

Per cent of 
Group I 
reaching or 
exceeding 74 39 536 

Tulsa ReRding 
Progress Test 
Form A 41 48 52 56 1555 

Per cent of 
Group II 
reachi.ng; or 
exceeding 71 45 25 118 
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when the test was adminietered to 1555 first graders at the close 

of first c;ra.de experience. Forty-five per cent of Group II reached 

or exceeded the median, and twenty-five per cent reached or ex

ceeded ":s• Thus the group approached the norr.1a i'or the first gn.de 

a.pproxiru.ately. This fact appears to show that the experi&nce of 

one year in readiness training plus one year in regular first grade 

work has failed to bri!l{; the pre-primf'..ry to s. Gte.nda.rd of per

romance equal to that of the regular first grade, 

One cannot fail tc, wonder how JllS.llY of Group II might have 

approached the attained atc..ndard.s one year earlier by being 

olassi fiecl 1n graae one. This stud~' cannot ar.swer .this question 

since to do so 1110uld hava re (,uir eC: an experimental set-up employ-

ing a control e;r0up as well IU an experimental .~oup 'Which seemad 

inf&asible in n public sehoul system on account of the difforentiation 

of similar croups. Tho question as to whether the curricular offer

ings are proper and adequate remains still unarurvmred. The slower 

movin.:; group only approache& the nonns after an extra. year of aohool 

experience. This mny be governed by factors outc ide of cm·rioular 

possibilities. The Tulsa plan may be attemptli.r, to attain a 

standard of performance that is ~possi1le and the price of an 

extra year may be too dear to pay men the wel!.'a.re of some of 

Group II is oonsiderod. 
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Comparison of .ADhievement 

At the Cloae of Seoond Grade Experience 

The resul til of the parfor~nce of Group I and Group II at 

the close of second grade experience is sho'Wil by Table VIII. 

Accomplishment in second t;rade reading was :measured by t he admin

istration of the Gates Prine.ry Reading Test, and a composite of 

the scores rrade on this test taken as a grade soore for this 

study. Group I closed this experience in May. 1938, and Group II, 

in 1Jay11 1939. A mean score of grade 3.20 wa.a earned by the 536 

pupils of Group I, and a mean score of' 2.87 Tlfls attained by the 

118 pupils in Group II. The sigma of scores f'or GMup I 118.8 .36 

and for Group II, .48. The critical ratio of t~e mean difference 

is 7 .o. 

An examination of Table V!II will reveal the fact that in 

both groups scores pile up towo.rd the upper limits of the distribu

tion. This is more nearly true with Group I tha:1 it is with Group 

II, Croup I seorinr; consistently higher than does Group II, and the 

dispersion for Group II is greater than for Group I. This piling 

up at the upper end of ti1e distribution is typical of the Gates 

Primary Reading Test whc~ administer~d to tho second grade, and it 

is e;enerally understood in the use of this test by the Tulsa Public 

Schools that the test does not discrimitlnte well in measuring the 

upper quartile of the popula.tion completin£; second e;rade experience. 

For the purposes of this study. the comparison of group performance, 

this does n0t invalidnte this test. A public school should. hawever. 

seek an instrument that differentiates the upper quartile more 



Table VIII 

Comparison of the Distribution 
of Pupils or Group I and 
Group II on the Basis of 

Grade Score Performance on 
Ge.tee Primary Heading Teat 

Grade 
Score Group I Group 

3.60-3.69 45 3 
3.40-S.49 151 6 
:s.ao-s.:s9 110 16 
3.2~.29 64 18 
3.1~.19 41 9 
s.oo-3.09 36 6 
2.90-2.99 18 s 
2.8<>-2.89 20 6 
2.70-2.79 14 13 
2.60-2.69 8 6 
2.50-2.59 7 3 
2.40-2.49 7 3 
2.30-2.39 a 7 
2.2o-2.29 5 2 
2.lo-2.19 5 3 
2.00-2.09 1 5 
1.90-1.99 2 2 
1.80-1.89 0 2 
1.70-1.79 1 0 
1.60-1.69 l 1 
1.50-1.59 0 0 
1.40-1.49 1 1 
1.30-1.39 1 0 

N 536 N 118 

A. M. 3.20 2.87 

Signa .~6 .48 

c. R. 7.0 

72 

II 
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aatisfaotorily for the purposes of guidance in this area. 

These data on perfonnance at the end of second grade ex

perience ehow Group I, at the end of two yea.rs' experience, making 

aignifica.ntly higher soores than does Group II at the end of three 

year's experience. The pre-primary plan has given the pupils who 

were classified in the readinr, readiness group an extra year in 

whioh to meet the requirements of the grade. In this olassi.rica.

tion they have experienced less of competition than would have 

been possible had they been classified in sections of pupils 

making up Group I. This study has no -.y of determining what 

greater competition might have meant for certain individuals. 

It, no doubt, would have stimulated some to efforts resulting 

in greater acaompliahmsnt and for others this competition might 

have meant discouragement and a marked feeling of failure. In 

this aituation the pupil of mediocre ability may have had a 

greater opportunity for relative success and for lea.dership train

ing at the expense of functioning in a less rich environment. 

The distribution of scores made by the pupils of Groups I and 

II on the Gates Primary Rendinr; Test at the close of their second 

grade experience shows 360 or '57 .2 per cent of the pupils in Group I 

reaohing or exceeding the norms for median performance on this test. 

Group II ha.s 43 or 36 per cent exceeding this m&dian. It is the over

lapping represented here that suggests that some of theae in Group II 

might have performed sa.tiaf'aotorily if they had been classified wi1b 



the regular first grade and had finished second grade experience 

one year earlier. 

Aa has been said before, this test fails to dii'ferentiate in 

its upper reaches when given to 1:he pupils who are finishing 

second grade experience. The writer would recommend, therefore, 

tilat the people exceeding the upper quartile of ~.51 be given some 

other teat that would measure a broader range of their abilities 

and thus point more adequately to any grade placement adjustment 

that should be made. 

Comparison of Achievement 

at the Close of Third Grade Experience 

In the Tulsa Public Schools the Gates Silent Reading Test 

is administered at the close of third grade experience. A com

posite of the scores made on these tests was taken as a c rade 

score for this study. Table IX shoWB the comparative distribu

tion of the pupils of Group I and Group II on the basis of this 

test. Group I makes an average grade score of 4.71 with a sigma 

of 1.40, while Group II makes an average grade soore of 3.89 

with a sigma of .95. In performance on this test the ~ritioal 

ratio of the means is 7.7, a significant difference in performance. 

!he mean on the teat at the close of the ' third grade is 4.1. 

An examination of the data shown in Table IX will reveal 

that Group I aoores consistently higher than Group II at the oloae 

of the experience of the third grade, though Group II haa bean in 



Grade 
Score 

lO.D-10.4 
9.5-9.9 
9.0-9.4 
8 .5-8.9 
a.o-&.4 
7.5-7.9 
7.0-7.4 
6.5-6.9 
s.o-6.4 
5.5-5.9 
s.o-5.4 
4.5-4.9 
4.o-4.4 
3.5-3.9 
3.o-a.4: 
2.5-2.9 

A. M. 

Sigma 

Table IX 

Comparison of the Distribution 
ot Pupils of Group I and 
Group II on the Baais of 

Grade Score Performance on 
Gates Silent Reading Tast 

Group I 

2 
4 
3 
5 
8 
9 
9 

21 
27 
40 
47 
71 
99 

112 
77 

2 

N 536 

C. R. 7.7 

Group II 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
3 
3 
6 
6 

19 
31 
44: 

3 

N 118 

3.89 

' 
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school one year longer. It will be noticed. however. "that the 

general format of the distributions is typically the same. Pupils 

in both groups are grouped around the lower grade scores as 

measured by the test. This is a performance that lft>uld be ex

pected at this grade level since the range in ability that this 

test measures ia a rather broad one reaching into the upper grades. 

As in the case of results shown by the previous year test 

data on Groups I and II. Group II. though it has had four years 

to advance through 'the experience leading up to the fourth grade 

fails to reach the average norm for the grade. 

A further &llAlyais of Table IX shoWB 168 or 31.3 per cent of 

the 536 pupils in Group I reaching or exceeding the third quartile 

point on Ge.tea Silent Heading Test. Fourteen or 11.9 per cent of 

the 118 in Group II reach this poiiit. 

Here again we find an overlapping that suggests that there are 

performers in Group II that -would have completed the third grade 

satisfactorily one year earlier md they been classified with the 

regular first grade on entering elementary aohool experience. 

thus. it ia found t~t the difference in the achievement of 

the two r;roups places Group II significantly lower tl'wl Group I 

even thouz;h a.n extra year of readiness training has been given. 

If the faotor of gaining reading readiness teolmiquea was the only 

one operating here and if the readiness curriculum. is adequate in 

content and application then this difference should be lowered by 

the reading readiness group approaching more nearly the achievement 

of the regular first crade• 
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Mental maturity for Group II, in the year that has intervened 

has progressed 11.58 months. This is found by applying the average 

I. Q. of the ~roup, 96.48, to the time pa.esed. This approaches 

very closely the 11.78 months difference in the average mental 

a.ges of the Groups a.s shown in Table II. 

The conclusions must then be dra.wn that the differences 

represented are more than are erased by mental maturity and time 

to obtain readiness to read techniques. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIOllS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In conaidering the criteria for placement employed in the 

Tulsa Public Schools this stu~ finds lawer correlations of 

achievement with the criteria than have been found in mst of the 

other studies where these criteria have been employed. These 

facts are presented in Table X and Table XI, comparing the results 

from several studies. A part of this lowering of the effect of 

predictive criteria may be accounted for by the element of 

selection that operated in defining the different groups. but it 

1a likely that the techniques of interpreting criteria have been 

less standardized since this study employs data taken from a 

lfhole school system, whereas most research studies of this kind 

have employed groups from one building. There is some evidence 

that the overlapping in achievement of the two groups indicates 

misplacement of certain individuals, and that the criteria for 

placement as employed do not give as satisfactory results as 

should be desired. 

If the plan is to be continued, its effectiveness could be 

greatly improved if the techniques of handline criteria were 

better standardized. An example of this would be a standardiza

tion of procedure in the use of the Pupil Rating ~t in the 

kindergarten so that all teachers concerned 'WOuld have a better 

understanding of how to rate the qualities or traits considered. 

The rating factors should also be so obtained that they might 



This study 

This study 

This Study 

'l'hie Study 

Dean 

Deputy 

Harrison 

Keister 

Table X 

Comparison of Correlation• Between 
Mental Age and Reading Achievement 

from This and Other Studiea 

"Number of Cases Achievement Test 

636 (Group I) Gates Primary 

118 (Group II) Gates Primary 

636 (Group I) Gates Silent 

118 (Group II) Gates Silent 

116 Metropolitan Reading 
Achievement Test 

103 Author'• Own Tests 

120 Tulsa. Reading 
Progress Teat 

Groups Vary Gates Primary Tests 

Dean. ~· oit., P• 612. 

Deputy, ~· ~·· P• 21. 

Correlation 

.11-: .09 

.34 '!: .04 

.1'7! .09 

.62!. .03 

.70 

.:58 "!: .os 

.20 :t .09 
to 

.37 :t .09 

Virginia Har rison, ~· ~·• P• ii, Appendix III. 

Keister, ~· ~·· p. 592. 

, r 

7i 
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Table XI 

Comparison of Correlations B~een \ 

Readiness Tests and Reading Achievement 
From This and other Studies 

Number of Cases Readiness Test Correlation 

This Study 636 {Group I) 
(Gates Primary) 

Metropolitan .28! .04 

'... 

'l'his Study llB {Group II) Metropolitan .07: .09 
{Gates Primary) 

Thia Study 536 (Group I) Metropolitan .so: .04 
(Gatee Silent) 

'l'hie Study 118 (Group II) 
(Gates Silent) 

l.tetropo 1 i tan .12 t .09 

Dean 116 Uetropo 1 i tan .59!. .03 

Dean 116 Monroe Reading 
Aptitude .4:1 "! .04. 

Deputy 103 Testa of Author .66 

Harrison 120 Metropolitan .4:8!. .oe 

Dean. ~· ~·· P• 614. 

Deputy • ~· ~·, P• 31. 

Virginia HarriBon, ~· ~·• P• iii, Appendix III. 

- ------- --- ---



become a part of the recorded data and thus be available for in

formation and evaluation. 

Another area in which a marked improvement could be made is 

in the handling of test results to the end that a more thorough 

analysis of the data might be secured. This i8 needed for the 

purpose of acquainting teachers with 1he different types of per

formance secured from the individual so that more effectual in

struction may result in more adequately meeting the needs of 

pupils. Gates g ives grea t emphasis to this point as quoted on 

page 17 of this study. 

The results of this study fail to show that the 1'ulsa plan 

meets in an adequate way the problem of the :il!lmature entrant. 
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a inca nany of the i::nnature appea red to do as well in first grade 

classification as did their fellow. in pre-pr~ classification. 

(page 62 of this study). Thus it appears that the readiness ex

periences gained in regular first grade were quite as effectual 

for some pupils in ultimate achievement as were those that it 

took an extra year to secure on the part of some pupils who seemed 

to be plaoed in practically the same standing by the employed 

criteria (page 51 or this study). 

It seems that the Tulsa plan of eliminating failure in first 

grade is such in name only since the year of delay in learning to 

read is still present and carries to some extent in the minds of 

pupil. parent, and teacher the idea of failure. This element of 

failing to succeed is the result of making formal reading the 

ain objective of first grade experience and failint:; to take into 

' 



aooount the true significance of individual differences. First 

r~ade experience need not and should not be the same for all 

individuals. The aim of the year is learning to read rather than 

meeting the needs of the individual child. 

This points to the need of change in curricular objectivee. 

The emphasis on formal readine seemB to indicate that in practice 

the philosophy held on the naxim.um development of the individual 

child is not being promoted satisfactorily. This belief is 

supported by the facts shown in Tables XII and XIII. Table XIII 

revie11'8 the achievement record of the groupe and showw that at 

each level hiehly significant differences continue to exist. 
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This condition rolds even thoueh an extra year of time has been 

given the reading readiness group in llhioh to mature and be 

trained in r eading readiness techniques. These two tables preaent 

facts that imply. in the opinion of the writer. that the providing 

of time for maturity and training of the readiness group does not 

adequately take care of the differences that exist. To do this 

satisfactorily a greater variation in curricular offerings must 

be provided, and it is quito as essential that a greater variety 

of goals to be attained ~t be established and receive recognition 

in the elementary school curriculum. 

_./ 
/ 



Table XII 

Comparison of the Means of Initial 
Status Criteria of Group I and Group II 

Critical Ratio 
Group .f. Group II of Differences 

Chronological Age 76.62 75.04 2.6 

Mental Ar.,e 83.03 71.25 13.2 

Intelligence 
Quotients 110.22 96.48 lS.G 

Metropolitan 
!~eadineas Tests 81.90 54.84 10.1 

' 

/ 



Table XIII 

Comparison of Means of 
Achievement of Group I and Group II 

Tulsa Reading 
Progress Test 
number 2 

Tulsa Reading 
Progreu Test 
Revised 

Gates Prid.l"Y 
Reading Testa 
Close of 
Second Grade 

Gates Silent 
Reading Tests 
Close of 
Third Grade 

Group .!. 

Close of 
First Grade 

86.06• 
Score 

3.20 
Grade Score 

4.71 
Grade Score 

Group .!.!. 

Close of 
Pre-primary 

36.10 
Score 

Close of 
First G:ra.:ie 

46.96• 
Score 

2.87 
Grade Soore 

3.89 
Grade Score 

Critical Ratio 
of Difference• 

27.5 

7.0 

•Not directly comparable see page• 66 and 68 of this •tudy. 



The writer finds in the following statement of Smith and 

Jensen an acceptable general statenent of the problem involved 

in improving the Tulsa plan.1 

Readine reauiness is a problem that is receiving 
much attention. There is, however, an apparent conflict 
between common practice and the findings of research. 
Findings in the fields of psyoholobY and physiology tend 
to point to the advisa.bility of postponing the beginning 
of the reading process, while educational :tra.atioe tends 
toward the requirement of ~ore reading at an early age. 

Reading readiness means the maturation of all t :1e 
mental, physical, and emotional factors in the reading 
process. Regardless of the chronological age of the 
child, the point at which the child's growth and develop
ment have brour;ht a.bout proper maturation of these 
factors ahould be the point at which the reading process 
begins. To take wholly into account these factors would 
necessitate changes in the school curriculum a.nd school 
program in order to a.djust to the needs of the child and 
to make provision for many more t ypes of educational 
activity at the first grade level. The adoption of such 
a pro gram would undoubtedly eliminate much of the present 
retardation and the remedial work necessarily carried on 
in the majority of schools. 

The chief function of grade one has been, and still 
is, in most places, t o teach the child to read. ~bre and 
roore premium is being laid on maximwn attainment in rea.d
ing , little account being tru~en of the child's psychological 
and physiological developmsnt. Competition urges pupils 
and teachers. Parents bring pressure to bear on the sch~ol 
in the belief that the ability to read at an early ar,e ia a 
sign that their children are as well equipped as other 
children. 

l'he indications e.re that the school of the future will 
need to break a.way from its present r egime and set up new 
curricula and programs at the lower levels. The school 
must ma.k e provision for new types of experiences and 
a.ctivities for mental, physical, and emotional growth. 

1Charlea A. Smith and Myrtle R. Jensen. "Eduoa.tional 
Psychological and Physiological Factors in Reading Readiness." 
Elementary School Journal. PP• 689-690 ( ~-y 1935) and PP• 583-
594 (April 1935). 

. --- :r---
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The writer hopes that any reference to ~rade may also be 

erased in the school of the future. He believes that the welfare 

of the ohild cannot be adequately provided for until we have 

larger units of time in whioh to provide for perioda of develop

ment. He would divide the elementary school into two of these 

periods. The first would incorporate the experiences of the new 

curriculum into a period known as the priJnary elementary school 

and the second would provide for the proper experiences to pre

pare the child for the junior high sohool. !his would olimi:r:ate 

placement to meet subject matter needs and the Tulsa pre-prtmary 

would be blended with the first grade in such a way that eaoh 

would cease to exist. 
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